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Get fast,
low-cost access
to your
computer files.
With IBM's new 2260 Display
Station.
Easier to use than a typewriter.
Eliminates paper and filing cards.
Fits on a desk top.
And it offers you access to almost unlimited storage capacity.
You can record daily sales activity and production reports. You
can see your profit and loss statements at a glance.
You can also see the results of
business and scientific calculations. Or customer lists, inventory
data, insurance records and reservation lists.
You can plug one-or one hundred Display Stations into one
SYSTEM/360 (Models 30 through
75). These Stations can be located
in one building-or they can be
thousands of miles away.
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You simply "type" your information on a Display Station's numeric or alphanumeric keyboard.
As you "type," your information
appears as an image on the CRT
screen.
You check the data. Or you
edit it.
Then you press a control key
and your data is fed into the central file of SYSTEM/360. Almost instantly, the screen displays your
solution.
Or you can retrieve information from the computer. Update
it. Change it. Then send it back
into storage.
You can choose an IBM Display
Station that has a 240 ... 480 ... or
960 character buffer.
Each 2260 has 64 different display characters-both letters and

numbers. Twenty-three of these
are special symbols. When directly
connected to a computer channel,
IBM's 2260 Display Station has a
data rate of up to 2560 characters
per second.
On a telephone line, its data
rate is 120 or 240 characters per
second-depending on the data set
used.
The 2260 offers you fast access
to all kinds of files. It's inexpensive: as low as $89.00 a month.
Wherever you use typewriters,
files, or paper-you can use an IBM
2260 Display Station. It will save
you money ... time ... and space.
It's another new device to help
your SYSTEM/360 grow as you
grow.

SYSTEM/360-The Computer
with a Future.
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This is the writing speed and resolution of a new DuMont
cathode ray tube with fiber optics faceplate (Type K2427).
In addition, the tube was designed to occupy minimum
space and to withstand severe environmental conditions.
Maybe you don't need this kind of performance-or maybe
you need more. In either case look to Fairchild's DuMont
Laboratories first. DuMont has designed and built over
4,000 discrete tube types- CRTs, Storage Tubes, PMTs
and Power Tubes. Many of these are off·the-shelf, the rest
quickly available. If the tube parameters of your job are
so far-out that no existing tube meets them, that's all
the more reason to talk to DuMont first. No one is better
equipped to design and build it for you. That's how most of
our 4,000 types came into being. Call your Du Mont sales
engineer or get in touch direct with the Electronic Tube Div.
of Fairchild's Du Mont Laboratories, Clifton, New Jersey.
~elected career en·

gineering opportunities are available.
An equal opportunity employer.

I=~IRCHIL.
DUMONT LABORATORIES
ELECTRONIC TUBE CliVISION

11168 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
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CALL YOUR NEAREST lEE REPRESENT
FOR A DEMONSTRATION AND
APPLICATION INFORMATION:

We Put
11 Incandescent Lamps
This Big

ALABAMA
Huntsville
MEDCO OF MELBOURNE, I NC _
Suite 90, Holiday Office Center
205-881-3721
ARIZONA
Phoenix
GRAMER AND COMPANY
444 W. Camelback Road
602-279-1231

Then Another
Lens Honeycomb This Big

And a
Viewing Screen This Big

In a
Package This Big
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NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
11\'ER ElECTRON!
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' •
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HYER ELECTRONICS COMPANY
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303 -771 -5285

Now, You Have the Smallest Rear·
Projection Readout in the World!
It Displays Characters This Big.
All the versatility, readability, and reliability of our
patented rear-projection readouts are now available in
the world's tiniest theatre: the %" H x %" W lEE
Series 340. We've managed to fit everything but a projectionist in there to give you a choice and clarity of
message that no other type of readout can matchregardless of size!
The tiny 340 uses film to project any message: numbers, letters, words, symbols, colors. Anything you can
put on film! You're not limited to crudely formed characters that look strange to the eye. Choose type styles
that human-factors tests prove to be most readable!
Your m essage appears clearly and sharply on a single-plane screen. There's no
visual hash or camouflage-netting effect from unlit filaments. The 340 may be tiny,
but your message appears big, up to an easily read %"in height!

CLICK, IT'S IN

HERE'S HOW IT WORKS:
All lEE readouts are
passive, nonmechanical devices built for
long life. An input signal through the proper contact illuminates
the desired lamp, projecting only the selected
message through the lenses onto a non-glare
viewing screen. This one-lamp-per-message
concept eliminates character misreadings
caused by partial failures.

CLICK, IT'S OUT!
For quick, easy
lamp replacement or change
of message,
just press the
front of the 340, pull the whole
unit out! Permanently wired base
remains in assembly!

SEND TODAY FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, INC.
7720 LEMONA AVE.

o

VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA

o

PHONE: (213) 787-0311
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THE CANDOR COMPANY
919-924-1480
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POLY-ONICS , INC.
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Shopping Center
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Las Vegas
SYSTEMS DESIGN
CORPORATION
900-1 West Bonanza
702-382-3037

TEXAS
Dallas
NORVELL ASSOCIATES. INC.
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214-357-6451
Houston
NORVELL ASSOCIATES . INC.
112 Meyerland Plaza
713-665-0558
WASHINGTON
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RAY JOHNSTON CO .
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"This specification covers the requirements for a mouse-

trap. - the trap shall be spring type - mounted on a white
.NY

not over
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inches by 4 inches - tripped by a pressure of
grams - and closed in not over 0.005 seconds
~vith a force sufficient to catch and retain a mouse not over
3 in.ch in body I ngth and l~ ounces in weight. Trap shAlJ
be given isual and rn chanica! in pection to verify th$t
ma.te rl Is, design, construction, physicAl dlmen ions, and
wo~)Oll(Ul hip are in accordance with th appllel ble requirements. raps shall be individually packaged in accordance
wftl1 go d commerci 1 prnctice - packed 100 to shipping
container in accordance with the Unifonn reight Cl sifinntion Rules or regulation of other c ni t applicable to the
mqde f tr nsportation. lo udd.!tion to any special mnrki11g
roquir d by the contract or order, in.d.ividual packages and
shipping containers sh Jl be marked in accord nee with tl1e
teqrlirem nts of MIL-STD-129."
It's all there: the standards, the specifications - all defined,
all very proper. Apply them, and you have a mousetrap.
Build a better mousetrap, and you can forget the specs.
Why? Because the object is to kill mice, not build mouse• lrl)ps. A palat tble, poisonous pellet would be as effective,
but wouldn't meet specs!
' The an. logy holds for any endeavor which prescribes
standard , specifications and definitions. Let's talk about displn)'S. We, as a group, are pioneers; we strive fat: literally,
llte "big picture" with all its attendant ramifications - brightness, contrast resolution, chromaticity, etc. We attempt to
d~fln these qualities and, as group, strive to formulate
i!Ud present standards and specifications for achieving them.
I wonder, though, if we presume too much; do we stress
fhe approach and lose sight of the "big picture"? Can we
(SlO) really expect to put forth a dogmatic set of standards,
'1\edficntiolls and definitions for all-time application? Such
~Vectatians, I think are born of naivete. We can propose,
f· SUggest and pres nt· we cannot enforce. There is, always
evolverr)ent, change.
.
b lndu _try might accept our premises today, but "build a
l!tter mousetrap . . . ! I" So why bother?
1'h movies are a classic example of law without enforcel'lle'tlt in a competitive situation Cinematography confonns to
~~ttlill standards in film, size, cameras and projection. Devipine base
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ate from them, and you nre out of the running - unle

your

J'esults al'e remarkably better than tho$ chievecl under preS·
ent standard . WitMSs th ons t of the "talkies." Her w '
a major evolution-revoluti n wh reb the then curreot stnn<huds - ruld certain actors - became pa t ten. e. Although
we are not in parnllel cOmpetitiv po ition , the philosoph
still applies.
I would sugge t then that thi philosoph, b one of
sciei1ti£i awareness - think experiment propo e and present
- but only to achi ve the end: th "big picture." The ap·
proach will n1ways of nece sity, b an evolution ry pr
s.
There was the mousetrap and llle p Uet. But there was
one lw·e before tll m, r onll: "the Pied Piper of lfamlin."
H wa. very effective. fll ' ager h bre<tthed a igh of relief when the mousetrap was invented. l 'll even venture auother gu s: I'll b t he bought one.
WILLIAM P. BETHKE
Vice President af SID
Charter Member, ID Editorial Advi.~ory Board

William P. Betilke /,• Vfc& Presid nt Qf the ociety for Information Dis-play anrl a chw•ter member of /It I D EtUtorial
dvi (1ry 1Joard. He has h ld po t of ortheast R uional
Director of SID, and Clwlrman, · ID 1Jefiniti<ms a11d Stm~
dard Committee. For the past four year. he has been Dtreutor of Engineering Ill th Rmn A.ir Devel.opm nt Center,
Griff/ AFB Home, .Y. whel'l? h has b en employed st:nce
1952. H ioined RADC as Staff Engineer, Plarl and Ope1'll·
tions Office, fqllowitlg an affi/i(ltion a. Pro;ect Engineer Waf·
son Laborataries, Eatontown, .].
Mr. Bethk is a nativ of Miltcaukf~ Wis., bom Ar~ril 22,
1920. He whs t1Wa1·ded his B EE fro-m 1arquette Uni ersity
in 1942 and did postgraduate wo-rk at Illinoi 111 titute of
1'echnolbgy, t1len. ·erved with the .S. Army from 1942 to
1946. He has authored sevt?ral report n ground navi •ational aid$ and display tecliniqttes. In addition to !tis posts ill
STD he is clu~irman of th RADC cientific and Professional
Co-mmittee; Chairman of the DClltional Advi ory 1Joard for
the Rome, .Y., Board of Educati011: rmd Chairman of thq
IEEE'· Mohawk VtiiJe.y ection.
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Quantitative Meas

by H. R. Luxenberg and Q. L. Bonness

Editor's Note
This paper is one section of a
report entitled "Display Techniques
for Digital Weapons Control Systems" prepared by H. R. Luxenberg
and Q. L. Bonness, of the Bunker·
Ramo Corp., for the U.S. Naval Ord ·
nance Test Station (NOTS), China
Lake, Calif., under contract number
N60530· 10519. Another section of
the same report appeared in the last
issue of INFORMATION DISPLAY
under the title "Photometric Units"
by H. R. Luxenberg.

Introduction
Display device and system parameters
are of two types:
( 1) Those pertaining to system integration requirements with associated environmental and logistic
considerations.
( 2) Those pertaining to the interface
with the observer.
The first category consists of such
items as physical size, weight, power,
signal levels, symbol encoding, interface
requirements, temperature, humidity,
shock, vibration, cost, reliability ( MTBF),
and maintainability (MTTR).
The second category includes such factors as brightness, contrast, color capability, resolution, viewing distance, and
viewing angle.
All of these parameters are either available from the manufacturer (many must,
of course, be properly discounted) or
may be tested directly.
It is not the intent of this paper to

duplicate detailed descriptive material
which is already easily available and well
presented in the current literature. For
example, several good articles describe,
in some detail, techniques for CRT character generation; others describe alphanumeric indicators, etc. Furthermore, it
would be impractical to attempt to tabulate operating parameters for all currently available displays here. Several
extre'mely good summaries are readily
available, although even these suffer
from some incompleteness. It is, however, the purpose of this paper to present
a quantitative discussion of the physical
units and psycho-physi cal significance of
those parameters peculiar to display technology.
Since the function of a display unit is
to transfer information to the operator by
visual sensing, it is important to consider
those parameters that determine the capability of the human eye to perceive information. Therefore, the following section
discusses those factors that are important
to the visual perception of infmmation.
A definition of each factor is given, and
a discussion of the way in which it relates to the evaluation of display devices
is included.

Brightness and Contrast
Contrast, not brightness, is the significant factor in display legibility. Brightness is generally specified because it is
dependent only on the equipment, whereas contrast is generally a function of
ambient lighting. Brightness is also specified because it would seem that the higher the brightness, the greater the visibility
under higher ambient light. This is not
necessarily true, since some displays of

lower intrinsic brightness have. better
visibility than far brighter ones. (See
Tables 1 and 2).
Furthermore, unnecessarily high brightness may be a luxury where ambient
light is subject to control, since it has
been determined experimentally that
where observers have control over ambient lighting for reading they tend to
choose lower values than are generally
considered optimum. For example, under
a controlled test', when th e maximum
available illt1minations were 10, 30, and
45 foot-candles, the observers selected 5,
12, and 16 foot-candles as the optimum
values .
The required brightness of a display
should be obtnined by the foll owing p·ro·
cedur . F irst, elect ( prefernbl y at the
lowest acceptable level) the ambient
light desired at the work station, nnd_ b)'
means of: a mo kup measure the mnb1ent
light falling on the display surface. 'fhde
·ource(s) of ambient illumination ·hot~l
be relocated, collim ated OJ' otberwtSe
shielded to reduce this to a minimum•
Acceptabl contrnst rati are: !'or whi~e
symbols on a black bnckgrO\IIlcl, 5 to !t;
for line drnwings or text on 11 wh e
b ackgrotmtl, 25 to l; for pk:torinl scenes.
100 to 1.
.,
From n knowledge of the r •flectl\•JI~
of the display surface (unless il is gloSS};
' a .con. el'va t'1ve s t•1111<It")
um't y JS
~ •. thd
brighhH~ss of th bnckground is ohnune :
1
and multiplicntion by th desired ~~e
1
tJ·ast ratio will ·pecify th brightness j(
qnired of the symbols. For XlllllPle,.
the ambient illumin ntion on an ele
lumin cent alph anumeric display "' ))a
lumi nan ce is 10 foot-lamberts . c:u; ti 11g
held below two foot-candles, th 1 su

ht:e
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FIGURE 1: Character representation.

TABLE 1
Typical Brightness (foot-lamberts)*
1

4.8

Surface of the sun
Surface of a 60-watt frosted incandescent bulb ("hot spot")

~

!
I

X

1os

36,000

Surface of a 60-watt "white" incandescent bulb

9,000

Surface of a 15-watt fluorescent tube

3,000,

White paper in direct sunlight

9,000

Clear sky

2,000

Surface of moon, bright area

750

White paper on office desk

25

Pulsed electroluminescent mosaic panel

20

Television raster

20

Light valve, 10- by 10-foot diffusing screen, 2-kilowatt lamp

20

Theatre screen open gate

16

Note that pulsed electroluminescent mosaic panels have brightness comparable with television
raster or opengate theatre screens.

*Brightness values.compiled from:
(1) D. G. Fink , TELEVISION ENGINEERING HANDBOOK, McGraw-Hill, 1959.
(2) IES LIGHTING HANDBOOK, THIRD EDITION, Illuminating Engineering Society, 1959.
(3) REFERENCE DATA FOR RADIO ENGINEERS, I. T. and T. Corp., 1949.
(4) Measurem en ts and Calculations by the Authors .

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0 0 0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0 0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0 0 0 0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

FIGURE 2: Full 5 x 7 dot mosaic (35 elements,
full alphanumeric).

FIGURE 3: Reduced 5 x 7 dot mosaic (27 ele·
ments, numeric only).

contrast of 5 to 1 will be adequate for
good legibility.
If, however, the obse1ver is working
at a desk where the illumination is 50
foot-candles, a sheet of white paper will
have a luminance of 40 foot-lamberts
and the 4-to-1 brightness difference between paper and display may prove annoying. Since the display brightness
cannot be raised, the working lighting
can be reduced. If the obse1ver is given
control over the am bient lighting, he
will find an optimum (for him) working
level.
Size-Resolution-Legibility
Resolution is generally described in
te1ms of line pairs per millimeter (lines/
millimeter) . The average observer can
resolve two lines that subtend an angle at
the observer's eye of one minute. Since
1 minute of arc ::::::: 0.0003 radian, the eye
resolves at a viewing distance of 10
inches ( 250 millimeters) about 13 lines/
millimeter.
There is some confusion in the literature between optical lines and television
lines. Optical lines are synonomous with
line pairs (i.e., an optical line consists
of a black and white pair) . To show one
line pair on a t~l evi sion raster requires
at least two television lines. Because the
optical line pair may not coincide with

0 0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0 0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0 0 0 0

TABLE 2
Contrast Levels
Textual copy
(white on dark)

5-10 to 1 *

Line drawings and black
on white text
25 to
100 to

Photographs

*Legibility of fine detail degrades with
increasing contrast if the eye is adapted
to darker background level, because of
dazzle effect.

the raster lines, more than two television
lines are required. The correction factor
of 1.4 is called the Kell factor' . Thus,
one optical line pair requires 2.8 television lines, for full resolution.
Resolution in terms of line pairs is
significant for display purposes only
when photographs are shown, where the
observer is required to distinguish between two close objects. Actually, if the
existence or nonexistence of a black line
on a white background is to be determined, the ,line need subtend an angle
of only 0.5 second at the eye.

FIGURE 4: Reduced 4 x 7 dot mosaic (20
ments, numeric only) .
ela-

If alphanumerics are to be legible the
vertical angle subtended at the'
sl~ould be _at least 10 minutes of :::
Slllce 10 mmutes of arc are approximate.
ly 1/360 radian, for each foot of viewing
distance the character must be at least
1130 inch in height. While the eye can
resolve 10 optkal line pairs in 10 minutes of arc, this does not mean that tile
detail pre ent in an alphanumeric chnral!ter requires 10 line pairs for legible presentation.
An examination of the "E" shown in
Figure 1 reveals that no more than 3.5
optical line pairs are required. The seventelevision-line representation of the "Et
on the right side of the figure may ap=
pear somewhat crude when viewed close,.
up, but when viewed from a distance !It
which the lines are not resolved, it is
quite legible.
Although the number of television lines
used is just twice the number of optiC~~~
line pairs for the illustration, near per·
feet registration of t he raster scatt·to the
figure being displayed was ass umed, To
take care of the misregist:ration problem,
the Kell factor (2.8) is introduced.. Th~
product of 3.5 (the numb r of optic
lines required) by 2.8 (the Kell factor)
is very nearly 10, the number of television lines required to present a charaoter of good legibility.

FIGURE 5: Numerics using reduced 4 x 7 dot
mosaic.
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While the legibility of the characters
ends on their structuJ"e, there is no
de~,eJ·snl agreement on the optimum
~ rocter shape. Among the recommended(! shapes are the following:
( 1 ) .Modified gothic (sans serif) character of height/width ratio of 3
to 2 for most letters, with the exception of I, M, and W, and a
stroke width of )8 of the character
width.
(2) The same as above, but with a
height/width ratio of 5 to 3 and
a stroke width of 116 to l/8 of
the character height (MIL-SPEC33558).
The authors prefer the 3 to 2 height/
width ratio with a bolder stroke, say l/6
of the character width. The character is
then nine strokes tall by six strokes wide.

I
I

parity and clock bits. These six bits permit display of a maximum of 63 characters (or 64 if the "blank" is counted).
This number can include 26 alphas, 10
numerics, and up to 27 special symbols,
including punctuation marks, etc.
While the 6-bit code can be decoded
into 64 "lines," one per possible character, in many display applications it is
found more desirable to reduce the number of decoded lines by assembling the
characters from a smaller number of elementary elements, as, for example, by
a dot or stroke mosaic.
Dot mosaics

The coarsest mosaic that is capable of
providing easily legible alphanumeric
symbols is a 5- by 7 -dot mosaic, as shown
in Figure 2. Here, only 35 decoded lines
are required. If only numerics and a
limited number of symbols are required

depending on the manufacturer. The
bars, strokes, or segments are arranged
in a pattern similar to one of those
shown in Figure 6.
The exact shape varies from one manufacturer to another, with some rounding
of corners and minor variations in the
way adjacent segments join.
The segments may be electroluminescent strips, electrochemical cells or cathodes in a glow discharge tube, or they
may be trans-illuminated by neon or incandescent lamps. The power requirements, luminosity, and color differ in
each method of implementation.
The characters are nearly as legible as
those made from a 5- by 7 -dot mosaic,
but logic (switching) requirements are
reduced from 35 inputs for the full 5by-7 matrix to 16, 14, 9, or 7, depending
on the type of bar matrix chosen. A deci-

I

(a) The doublehung window (seven elements, numeric only)_

I
(b) The doublehung window (nine
elements).

(c) The starburst (14 elements, full
alphanumerics; also available is a
16-element starburst with the upper
and lower horizontal elements split).
NOTE: Segments may be electroluminescent, gas tube cathodes, electrofluors, or illuminated by incandescent or neon lamps_

FIGURE 6: Segmented character formats.

A minimum of two stroke widths should
be provided between adjacent symbols.

Special Character Shapes
While well shaped gothic characters
ate most attractive and are generally
fgr;~~ upon as providing the ultimate in

0
0
0
0
0

eglbthty, certain types of display imple~entation preclude their use. Instead,
ihey present characters of a stylized
ape made up of discrete elements.
0lice these are '1earned" they become
0
h.rly as legible as the pure gothic to
1
:. · ch they are an approximation. De~ees in this class use either dot or stroke
osaics, as discussed below.
o( ~e primary reasons for the adoption
~n e~e types of characters < re economy
~u .sunplicity of implementation, as is
~d~~ly. apparent from the following conal\d lahons. Alphanumeric data are stored
hln Processed in data processol's in data
or a~y coded form, l'equirillg a minimum
IN SIX bits per character, exclusive of
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(e.g.,
etc.), some of the elements are not required, and the number
of lines may be reduced to 27, as shown
in Figure 3.
For numerics only, the reduced 4- by
7 -mosaic shown in Figure 4 is satisfactory. This mosaic requires only 20 lines.
In general, dot mosaics present better
appearing characters than stroke mosaics,
but stroke matrices are more economical
in the sense that fewer lines are required.
However, stroke matrices with as many
as 35 specially shaped elements have
been devised; these give extremely good
characters, far better appearing than the
dot matrix, with no more operating complexity. The elements may also be arranged in .a parallelogram rather than in
a rectangle to provide sloped or "italic"
characters.
Stroke mosaics

This type of character presentation is
known variously as the bar matrix, the
segmented character, or the stroke matrix,

mal point or underline bar may be added
in some instances. The same height!
width/stroke ratios apply as for shaped
characters.
Screen Characteristics
The length-lambert units of the previous section are defined by defining the
luminance of a perfect diffuser, approximated by a fresh chalk surface, to be
numerically equal to the incident illumination in length-candles (e.g., a perfect
diffuser in bright sunlight is illuminated
by 9000 foot-candles and has a luminance of 9000 foot-lamberts as seen from
any direction).
For other-than-perfect diffusers, a reflectivity factor is used to obtain the
luminance. Note that the reflectivity
need not be less than unity and it may
vary with direction.
For specular reflection the luminance
of the reflected image is that of the
source itself. If the perfect diffuser in the
example above is replaced by a perfect

mirror, the luminance of the mirror is
4.8 x 10' foot-lamberts (same as the solar
surface) on the axis of the reflected rays
and zero off-axis. Thus, the reflectivity
or "gain" of the mirror in this case is a
sharply peaked function with a maximum
value of (4.8 x 10')/9000 or greater than
5 X 10'.
Directional screen with flaked aluminum surfaces (to give high gains) are
frequently used to obtain greater image
brightness, but at the price of a restricted viewing angle. An increase of granularity in the aluminum paint provides a
greater viewing angle; or the surface
may be embossed with tiny convex mirrors, which will not be visible at normal
viewing distances.
The mirrors spread the incident parallel rays into a cone generally of rectangular cross-section, to cover the audience space desired. The angles of the
cone are simply related to the width or
height and focal length of the tiny mirrors.
An analogous situation holds for rearprojection screens. The analog of a perfect mirror is a clear layer. Either more
diffusion or a lenticular structure may
be used to provide the desired spread of
light. Except for very small screens (i.e.,
those subtending a small angle at both
eye and source), gains greater than 2 to
3 produce visible and annoying "hotspots."

Uniformity of Luminance
A projection screen (either front or
rear) will not be uniformly luminous over
its entire surface, although for all practical purposes it may appear so. In this
section, the reasons for non-uniformity
and practical limits are discussed.
The two major causes for screen falloff are: ( 1) lack of uniformity in illumination, and ( 2) the variation of gain
with the angle between line of sight and
the reflected or transmitted projection
ray. This angle is called bend-angle.
Illumination fall-off is primarily due to
a cos' 0 factor which enters when a
finite-area lamp source and conventional
optics are used in the projector. The
angle 0 is the half-angle subtended by
the screen at the projector. With small
sources and aspherical optics, the factor
may be increased, perhaps to cos' 0 or
better, but at a cost". The easiest cure
is to reduce 0 by increasing the projection distance. If space is limited, a folded optical path may be required.
Even with a uniformly illuminated
screen, the ·illuminance will fall off with
bend-angle, unless the screen is a perfect diffuser (constant gain). The angle
at which the gain is one-half its peak
value is called the half-power, or 50%

:~H e lmut

.VVF>iss.. "''Vide Screen Slide Projection ,"
lt>fornwiiOll D1splau, Vol. l, No. 1, pp 8-15, September /Oc tob er 1964.

bend-angle. Higher gains mean smaller
half-power bend-angles, unless the gain
is deliberately lowered by the addition of
light absorbing material for contrast control (see below) .
While the eye is extremely sensitive to
luminance differences in adjacent areas,
it is relatively insensitive to a gradual 2to-1 variation over a large area. For this
reason, a 2-to-1 variation in screen luminance is generally act:eptable, and even
a 3-to-1 variation will go unnoticed by
the casual observer. Therefore, the restriction to a 30% fall-off (often seen in
display specifications) is a luxury that
the eye does not appreciate; a 50% falloff is a much more reasonable specification value.

Contrast Control
From a knowledge of the incident illumination and the screen gain in the
direction of view, the luminance is calculated by a simple multiplication. Unfortunately, ambient light is also reflected
back to the observer, adding to both
highlighting and shadow luminances, thus
reducing their ratio (the "contrast").
With a front-projection screen the only
effective means of control is to use a
high-gain (directive) screen, placing the
observer on the reflected projector ray
and avoiding all ambient light sources
in the neighborhood of the projector.
Only scattered ambient light will then
degrade the contrast. This directivity explains the effectiveness of the currently
popular lenticular screen for home projection use. The lenticules direct the reflected light primarily into a sharply
defined rectangular cone, with sharp falloff outside, rather than into a broader
region with gradual fall-off.
With rear-projection screen, more freedom is permitted in contrast control. A
high-gain screen is inherently a poor reflector; hence, contrast is immediately
enhanced, even with light sources on the
line of sight. As the gain is reduced by
increasing diffusion to provide the desired viewing angle, the front reflectivity
is, unfortunately, increased.
The reflectivity may, in turn, be lowered by adding opaque material or a
neutral density filter. This reduces the
gain but does not change the bend-angle
as in the case of increasing diffusion. The
effect of the filter is discussed further
under the section on projection systems
which follows.

Projection System Parameters
In projection systems the amount of
light reaching the projection screen is a
function of a number of parameters but
for well ' designed optical systems' certain rules of thumb are applicable. Several useful ones are:
( 1) A light valve television system
using a xenon arc lamp has an
output of between 0.7 and 1.5

lumens/ watt.
(2 ) A 35-mm slide projet:to 1.
incnndesc nt lamp has :-tn
of between 1 and 2 lu
These are typical figures onl y
upper or l?wer limits m ay be ~~:ld t
by exceptionally well designed t;ede{
0
poorly adjusted equlpments.
~
For n unifonnl)' diffusing matte sc
the screen brigh~ness in foot-Inmber
equal to the lumtnous outpu t of th Is
jector divided by the s 1·e n are P
square feet. For example, the sen ill
brightne s produced by a 200ocrCI!Il
xenon light valve operating 11 t an 0 ~~Vi1tt
of one lumen / w, tt on a 10-foot s Put
screen is 20 foot-lamberts.
qu
Both front- ;md r ar-proj ction ser
may appear either brighter or di ' eens
than a uniform diffuser, d •peudi;~ner
11
the nature of the scr n • ncl th ·Hn
view. ~he ratio . of brightn ess to ill~~
nance IS n maxnnum when the line ol
~iew extend. directly. ba~k to the p~
)ector for a rear-proJeCtion screen or
along the reflected ray from t he pr~j(!().
tor for a front-projection scr en.
This maximum value is referred to as
the gain of the screen. Typical useful
screen gains line in the range of 0.5 to
2.0, although higher-gain screens are
used when the restricted viewing angles
associated with them are not objectionable or are desirable.
The higher the screen gain the highe1
the contrast, in general, for both fronl·
and rear-projection screens. This is true
for rear-projection screens, since the re·
flection of ambient light from the front ,
surface is low with high-gain screens.
For front-projection screens, the directivity of higher-gain screens is such that
off-rrxis ambient light is not directed into
the viewing area.
An additional degree of contrast control is available with rear-projection •.
creens in that a ne utr:1l d nsity fncep.late may be inc01porated. I f the (oneway ) transmission i x%, lhe two-wAY
attenuation of reflected light is x~. A
50% neutral density fa eplate thus attenf
uates the projected be, m by n factor 0
two and the undesirable nmbient reflection by a factor of four.
Because of all the variables introduced
by the screen parameters nnd the ambient lightiJJg conditions, it is not P~c
ticable to specify brightn s nnd co~llt~
values for a projection s ·"t m w1~hoU
defining the viewing conditions. ft 15 .~
this rea on that projection systerns ' t
best defined in terms of lumens outpu ·
Brightness in foot-lamberts for n l111
1
gain screen is obtained by di viding .:
lum n output by the scr en oren ~
1
square feet. Contrast is obtained by dleS
tiplying the ambient light in foot-cllll nd
by the screen renectivity co ffjcietlt \~
· of "]·.1gh t '' to ' dn~
comp\1 t .mg t I1e ratio
values.
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The material presented in this
paper offers useful, handbook type
information to enable the display
system designer to d etermine rapid ·
ly the limiting values of basic dis·
play pa rameters so t hat he can devote his attention to those unique
deta ils inherent to the des ign of a
specific system.
By considering displays in terms
of their minimum resolvable elements, a series of design charts
have been developed from which
limiting design range values can be
obtained for display element size,
overall size, symbol size and maxi·
mum symbol qua11tity for ordered or
random syfl'lbots. Within these Jimits more exact pa rametric;: va lues can
be specified in terms of the effect
on them of other system para ·
meters. In this manner the feasi·
bility of a display configuration can
be verified in terms of fundamental
limitations, and inconsistent require·
ments can be modified in the con·
ceptual phase.
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FIGURE 1: Relation of element resolution to viewing distan ce.

1000

Introduction
The designer of a display system has
available many devices and techniques
from which he can select the most suitable for his particular purpose. A primary factor that must be considered in
making his selection is the dete1mination
of optimum values for such fundamental
display parameters as size, resolution,
and information content. The basic limitations to these parameters are visual
perception, and format and amount of
required infmmation. Within these limitations an idealized first-order determination of display size and resolution has
been obtained.
This paper contains a brief description of how these parameters are determined with resulting design values presented in chart form for use by the
designer. Modification of these results
can be made in accordance with unique
conditions related to a specific system
and with due regard to psyhcoperceptual limitations. The model considered
is applicable to many systems with little
or no modification.
Based on preliminary work of limited
scope on random position data displays,
it is evident that additional probability
analysis of typical model situations would
be useful in establishing further design
limitations. However, considerable analysis time and computer programming time
would be required to yield significant
results.
This discussion is limited to two-dimensional displays with a highlight brightness range which permits employment
of normal photopic vision. The discussion
does not consider low contrast, gray
scales, color, and viewing angles other
than normal to the display surface.

10

100

1000

VIEWING DISTANCE D IN FEET

FIGURE 2: Relation of symbol resolution to viewing distance.
FIGURE 3: Relation of screen height to element
size and number of vertical elements
or horizontal lines.
10
1.0

Element Size
The determination of display element
size or display resolution is predicated on
a nominal visual acuity limit of one minute of arc for a subject having normal
vision. To be sure, various factors such
as element form affect this value somewhat, but for the first order solution
they have been neglected. If each display element has a maximum dimension
e, then the relation between e and the
maximum viewing distance D at which
two such adjacent elements can be discriminated is given by

e

= 0.0003

D

'·

...

0 ,1

.J

II:

"'0>
.J

0

II)

l

)..
<I)

...0
~

"'l~
0.01

(l)

This relation is shown as the solid line
on Figure 1. From this chart the choice
of element size can be made based on
viewing distance.
Examples. A console display for a
single operator is normally viewed at a
distance of about 18 inches, at which
distance the limiting resolvable element
size would be 4 mils. Appreciably smaller elements cannot be resolved, but ele-

10
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For the special, but rather important
case where the display format is comprised largely of symbology, a deteimination can be made of the required
symbol size for a given viewing distance.
Assuming that the desired symbols can
be formed from a matrix having no more
than 10 x 10 elements, a svmbol will
visually subtend 10 minutes' of arc in
the limiting resolution case. Actually,
while recognition of symbol form can often be made below this limit, smaller
symbols would not normally be used.
Symbols of three to five times the minimum size are usually acceptable, but will
degrade the maximum display data capability.
The relationship of symbol size to viewing distance is indicated in Figure 2. For
console displays, a symbol size range
of 0.05 to 0.25 inch is appropriate, while
for a group display viewed at 30 feet,
the range is 1.0 to 5.0 inches.
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ments of two or three times the limiting
value will result in acceptable displays,
and greater than about five times will
produce an objectionably "grainy" display. Thus it can be seen that for CRT
displays the usual spot size range of 5
to 20 mils is quite compatible with the
visual perception requirements of a console display.
The same procedure can be used to
determine element size for group displays. Figure 1 shows that a typical acceptable element size range is 0.1 to 0.5
inch for a viewing distance of 30 feet.
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RATIO OF VIEWING DISTANCE TO SCREEN SIZE ( D/S)

FIGURE 4: Maximum number of symbols of limiting resolution that can be displayed on
a square screen having side dimension
jJS".
FIGURE 5: Mean percentage overlap of random
symbols as a function of display load.
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It is sometimes convenient to specify
display resolution in te1ms of lines: the
number of horizontal lines in a TV raster, or the number of resolvable line pairs
in a specified distance, as used for measuring photographic resolution. Figure 3
shows the relationship of the total number of vertical elements or horizontal
raster lines in a display to the display
height and element size. The equivalent
number of line pairs is, of course, onehalf the number of elements or raster
lines.
Determination is made of the number
of vertical elements or raster lines in conformance with the positional accuracy or
resolution requirements of the displayed
data. Having determined this, the maximum element size can be found for any
specific screen height.
Examples: For a typical 500-line TV
screen with a height of 15 inches, the
maximum element size is 25 mils (see
Figure 3) which is consistent with the
spot size of normal TV CRT's. Situation
type data displays usually require a resolution and differential position discriminability. However, equipment limitations have often resulted in the use of
fewer than the optimum number of lines.

Load
The amount of information which can
be displayed by a symbology format is
proportional to the total number of discrete symbols which can be simultaneously presented. To dete1mine this number, an analysis is first made based on an
ordered array of adjacently placed, nonoverlapping symbols occupying the entire area of a square display surface.
Following this, an approach to the problem of randomly distributed symbols is
investigated based on acceptable levels
of d ata loss by symbol overlap for various display load factors.

Ordered Symbol Arrays
For an ordered array we will consider
two cases: an array of rectangular symbols spaced vertically and horizontally,
as typified by an alphanumeric message
format; and an array of adjacent square
symbols, representing the maximum number of non-overlapping symbols possible
for a situation display.
Rectangular Symbols

For this case, rectangular symbols with
a height H and width of 0.65H are used,
and are spaced vertically by O.SH and
horizontally by 0.1H.
Thus, each symbol occupies an area
of 0.75H by 1.5H. If the symbol height
visually subtends 10 minutes of arc for
limiting conditions, then the total symbol area will subtend 7.5 by 15 minutes
of arc. For a square screen having a side
dimension S, it can be shown 1,2 that
the number N of symbols of limiting
resolution which can be accommodated
is given by the relation
-2

N = (

~ )

X

105

(2)

where DIS is the ratio of viewing distance to screen size.
Square Symbols

If square adjacent symbols, which visually subtend 10 minutes of arc for each
side are used, the maximum number is
given by 1
-2

N =

(--!§ )

X

1.1

X

105

( 3)

Practical limits for the value of DIS
nmmally lie in the range between 1 and
5. Plots of equations ( 2) and ( 3), given
in Figme 4, demonstrate that maximum
symbol populations are between 4 x 103
and 10 5 for nmmal values of DIS. While
these values are attainable for ordered
f01mats, a more complex problem is posed
where symbols are randomly positioned,
as in a typical situation display.

Random Symbol Arrays
An approach to this problem was made
by considering a square matrix of M
total symbol positions and having N symbols of square shape randomly placed
on the matrix. For this configuration, an
18

0.75H

....__---S=n 2 [o.75H] -

-

-

--.w

FIGURE A-1

expression was derived3 for the mean
value of the probability that two or more
symbols would occupy the same position
as a function of the display load ratio
NI M. In Figure 5 the mean value of the
percentage of overlapping symbols is
plotted as a function of the load ratio.
The series expression for the distribution
of this probability function is not easily
evaluated, but is expected to be rather
broad. Inspection of Figure 5 indicates
that for these conditions, the mean overlap percentage is equal 'to half the load
percentage. Extrapolation of this data is
difficult, since neither the overlap distribution function nor the analysis of partial overlap situations is readily subject
to analytical expression. However, it
might reasonably be postulated that load
values of one to five percent would result in acceptably small overlap percentages for typical applications.
For a specific set of conditions, a more
exact analysis can be effected by use of
Monte Carlo techniques in conjunction
with suitable computer programs which
take into consideration various data formats, fmmat distributions, and the degree to which d ata is not randomly positioned. Having this type of data, realistic
maximum display load values can be
specified for various degrees of data
degradation caused by symbol overlaps.

Conclusion
It should be realized that while the
preceding analysis will enable approxi-

mate determination of values for such
major display parameters as overall size,
resolution, symbol size and maximum information content, there always remain~
the necessity to consider system information requirements at the man-display ,
interface, and other psycho-physical limitations of perception which may preclude use of the maximum physical capa·
bilities of the display system.

Appendix A: Determination of Maxi·
mum number of Symbols of Limiting
Resolution that can Occupy a Square
Screen
Equation 1 of the text showed that tho
relation between minimum t·esolvable
element size and viewing distance D
is
e = 0.0003 D
(1)
For a symbol of height H which is. I~
times e, the relation between symbo
size H and viewing distance D is therefore
(Al).
e
0.003 D
111
is
plotted
It is this relation which
Figure 2.

=

Assuming a rectangular symbol haY~~
a height H and a width of 0.65H, whiriC
is a typical proportion for alphaourne rlcharacters, we can establish nominal ~~~g
zontal and vertical separations of ~
and 0.5H, respectively. Thus, e~
1. See Appendix A.
2 . These relations strictly hold only
the screen at a normal angle .
3. See App endix B.
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To find the mean value of the number
of overlaps, let D be the total number
of occupied matrix locations. The mean
number of overlaps P is then
P=N-D

(Bl)
The probability that a given location
will not be chosen is

(MM1)

N

and the probability that it will be chosen
once or more is
( M

1 -

M_L)

N

Therefore, the mean value of D, which
is the mean value of unique locations
chosen is

D =

M [1- (¥M_.L) N]
(B2)

From (B
and (B") it follows that
the mean number of overlaps is
1)

P =

( _¥.~)

N- M [ 1 -

N]
(B3)
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If these symbols comprise the total area
of a square screen having a side dimension S, as in Figure A-1, the total number of symbols will be the product of
the numbers along the vertical and horizontal sides, n 1 and n 2 • However, n 1 and
n2 are related by the proportion of the
symbol area so that
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IVhich relates the maximum number of
llormally discriminable symbols to the
ratio of viewing distance to screen size.
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if y > > x pennits use of tables of natural
logarithms or Poisson distributions for
evaluation if ( B 3 ) is put in the fmm
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For the case of square symbols of
height H adjacently located on a square
screen having a side dimension S, as in
Figure A-2, the total number of discriminable symbols is

(

( 1)

is 10
symbol
; there·

H

N -

Thus,

hat the
olvable
,nee D

= n2

Numerical evaluation of ( B') directly
using realistic values is difficult. However, the fact that

It should be emphasized that these
represent maximum limit values which
appreciably exceed those which normally
would be used when other factors such
as the effects of symbol size and quantities on human information assimilation
rates are considered.

Appendix B: Determination of Overlap Probability of Randomly Placed
Symbols
A partial analytic solution to the problem of randomly placed symbols can be
obtained by considering a matrix having
M total symbol locations and which contains N symbols located at random. The
mean value of the number of symbols
which overlap, i.e., are not uniquely located, enables detetmination of the mean
overlap percentage. Evaluation of the
distribution of this function is also required for a complete solution to the
problem.

The mean percentage of symbol overlap -; is thus
u _

-

100 [ N -- M [ 1;; e- NI M] ]
100 [ 1 -

-~-

( 1 _ e- NI M) ]
(B6)

which has been evaluated and plotted
in Figure 5 of the text.
Evaluation of the overlap distribution
function leads to iterative expressions
which are impractical to evaluate except
by use of a computer. While this was
beyond the scope of the present investigation, it is evident that further effort in
this area would yield useful data.
The author wonld like to acknowledge the a ssistance of Mr. David M. Jones in the area of probability analysis.
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So111e Prag111atic Consideration

Influe nc ing t he S election of
A ir Force D isplay T echn iq ues
by Edmund

Abstract
The selection by the Air Force
from among maoy promising display
techniques rs influenced in part by
pragmat1c considerations that are
sometimes overlooked. These con·
siderations include logistics, availa·
bllity and cost.
Data Is presented on the Impact
of these on industry and the Air
Force and the Ill effects of failing to
provioe for the practical things. In
some cases these II effects. that
could have been avoided, have un·
justifiably been Interpr-eted as limi·
tations of the techniqu·e.
A useful approach to dealing with
pragmatic considerations is to relate
them to total cost over the lff'etime
of th e system and a slmple concep·
tual approach to the problem is presented .

Introduction
The Air Force and Industry, for different reasons, have a common interest
in providing the best possible displays
to the operational commands. Sometimes there is di agreement between
these two parties that is based on a temporary failure to recognize this common
interest. But more often there is a failure on the part of one or both to understand just what constitutes the best
possible display. This i read ily understandable . in ce- the best possible <my~
thing cannot be defined exc pt in. tru·ms
of one or more charncteristics. The best
possible display is in fact defined in
terms of multitud of interd pendent
variables that internet in seemingly mystical wavs to confound and confuse the
display 'engin er. By now most of us
have a good grasp of engineeriug design
considerations and how they interact
with operational requ iremen t and cost
factors . However there are a few things
th. t appear to have been neglected.
The purpose of this pap er is to show
that in addition to tl1e usual, well-known
factors there are practical considerations
often overlooked by industry that are
becoming of prime interest to the AiJ·
Force in deciding the direction of display development. These considerations
can, and reasonably should, become part
of the defining characteristics of the best
possible display.

J. Kennedy

Although there have been some rewcu·ding efforts in this direction, ther
is no wny, at th present time, to quantify all the characteristics, and it is even
more impossible to set up equations that
one can solve to find the best display.
However, many of these characteristics
can be ·nmi.n d iJ1 relative isolation,
quantified, alld empirical equations devised to examine them.
The Process of Selection
The specific factors and the factor
weighings that are used to select hardware for systems application nre not re1ea ible. In any event they will vruy to
cmform to the r JU.irements of particular applicati ns. Historical ly, the factors
cover the areas of engineering, management rmd cost of acqu isition. Seemingly,
these very broad areas hookl be quite
nough to pe1mit selection of th equipment to provide the best display. And,
depending on the criteria that one uses
to judge, the Air Force usually does get
the best of those proposed. In many
cases the display could have been better d had additional factors been fully
considered. Experience has demonstrated
that pmgmatic consideratiol'ls such as
logistics, availability and total cost are
FIGURE lA

at least as important in hardwuTe 8
tion as th6 more usual consideration
bri •htness, contrast and re ponse tinls llf

e.

Th se.lection of industry pro t~osals r._
developm nt is based on som what rn
ephememl characteristics than those
for system hardware. How' ver, the spo.
ci£ic development items proposed by Air
Force agencies or by industry for !l.JJl!l.
ing are those that a.re aimed eventuniJr
at Air Force sy tems use. T hese same
practical considerations mu t b included
an (>ng tb critica l f ctors that lead to
selection or rejection . ln fa ·t now thllt
we have some experience and some display capability to serve as a basis £01
judgem nt, the pragmatic ar ' becoming
some of tbe mor critical crit ria.

u:

Pragmatic Considerations
In display engineering or any othe~
form of en~:,rineering as well as in tl\e
management of our lives and careers,
we are faced with a continuing series o
compromises and tradeoffs. These tradeoffs are normally made on the basis o£
very practical considerations. There are
multitudes of practical considerations
and the importance of given ones covers
a wide range and varies greatly from one
FIGURE.
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~ t there are a few, e.ry important,
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g erfooked through negle t, Jack of tmd~ tanding, or ,the at litude thnt they
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pt failure to provide for these considerat"OiiS for these reasons leads to poor ex1erience with the 11ardwaxe that has bad
~ffects for both ir Force and industry.
Fllilure· of this type in their effects nr
verY diffi ul t to distinguisl1 from pom
p ·rformnnce due to inherent limi tations
of the tecbn·iq ue.
Tl1e probl m for industry is to find
rnealls to insure that their technique and
equipment developm. nts do not overlook critical practical considerations. The
problem for Air Force is to recognize
the difference between technique limited
and inadequately engineered hardware .
Neither problem has an immediate solution , but careful attention on the p art of
industry to factors affecting the long
range practicality of their products is a
first step.
Figure lA indicates the possible costs
of some hypoth etical display systems as
they are usually considered. Since technique D is most expensive, B and C are
less and equal and A is least expensive,
technique A is the obvious choice .
Figure lB, however, brings us to an
example of our first and probably in
man y cases most important pragmatic
consideration - Total cost over the life
of the system.
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A number of assumptions, perhaps unwarranted, must be made for the sake
of discussion and illustration. First, is
that the annual cost of a display is determinable; second, is that the annual
cost is constant over the life of the
equipment; third, is that the initial cost
is determinable. Assuming the assumptions to be true, the total cost of a display system can be expressed by the
slope-intercept equation Y
MX + B,
where Y = Total Cost, M
Annual
Cost, B = Initial Cost, and X = Time
in Years. The set .of equations shown in
Figure lB are extremely useful as aids
to the discussion of display costs. It is
immediately obvious that initial cost of
procurement can be relatively overrated
as the deciding factor in the cl10ice of a
technique ( Y =fo B). Similarly annual
cost alone cmmot act as a basis for decision ( Y =fo M), nor can initial cost and
annual cost provide an adequate basis
for judgement without consideration of
time (Y=fo !vi + B). Only when the time
that the equipment will be in the inventory is considered can a choice be made
among A, B, C and D. Other examples
of pragm atic considerations might be:

=
=

Logistics
In some instances one of the primary
problems in logistics is the sheer bulk of
the expendable material that must be
supplied simply to keep equipment working. From the standpoint of logistics this
is not a severe problem for in stallations
within the Zl where transport is no problem and storage is relatively simple. The
problems are much more severe in remote localities, particularly those sites
that can be suppUed only at infrequent
intervals due to weather or other factors.
Logistics becomes highly critical for the

FIGURE lB
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airborne comm an d post. Therefore, we
must be extremely careful to choose techniques that have logistic requirements
compatible with the environment in
which they are to be used. Within a
given technique equal attention must be
de voted to design decisions that affect
the mass of logistics required for a specific application.
Among film systems two of the decisions with far reaching implications
have been the choice of film size, and
the processing technique . Recognize
clearl y that there are very many variables influencing these decisions. Not
the least of these are the quality of the
display itself and the state of the art at
the time of decision. However, for the
sake of illustration, these can be ignored.
Figure 2 shows the amout of film and
the quantity of processing fluids required
annually for three alternative design approaches.
The center curve is representative of
an approach th at is based on a two step
negative-positive approach using 70 mm
film. Despite any other advantages the
approach may have, it does use considerably more film than an alternative approach, bottom , based on a 35 mm reversal technique . The curves fo r both of
these are indicative of the best designs
within their respective approaches to a
film system. Often there are altern ative
designs such as that shown in at the top
for a 35 mm reversal system that uses
large film loops and thus dissipates the
saving in bulk inherent in the approach.
These differences have little practical
impact until there is a need for continual very rapid updating. Similar effects
on the volume of chemicals required are
complicated by the different effects of
recirculation and dispos al of used fluids.
Aside from sheer bulk, a major complication for logistics is the inclusion of
rare, costly items of a critical nature as
a part of the design. This is particularly
important since such an item could make
a display unsuitable for field use.
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Availability
Availability can be one of the most
critical of all practical considerations in
the selection of techniques and hardware.
The Iecent moon launch is a perfect
anecdotal example of an expensive highly complicated beautifully executed mission that was wasted because the power
to the TV cameras was not available
when needed. Availability is determined
by both reliability and maintainability.
Many of our present day displays rely on
xenon lamps as light sources. MTBFs
for xenon lamps are usually stated at
about 1000 hours but actually this figure
is low. Nevertheless, they do fail. Since
these !'amps are under many atmospheres
pressure prudence requires that they first
be permitted to cool and then be en-

closed in a plastic safety shield before
removal. A good estimate is that 50 to
60 minutes is required for replacement.
This is not a very long time but that
specific hour could be critical. Therefore, good design in sures that this is not
a limiting factor in the technique by providing for automatic insertion of a new
standby lamp into the operating portion
of the display.
The cathodes used in the light valves
have MTBFs variously estimated at from
25 to 100 hours. For these devices specific attention must be devoted to increasing life and reducing replacement
time if they are to achieve their full
promise for military applications.
A very severe problem of a somewhat
different nature is faced by the discrete
element displays. In order to achieve
good resolution, a large number of elements in both X and Y are needed. Assuming an equal number in each direction, the total numbe r increases as the
square of the linear increases. Doubling
from 500 to 1000 elements in X and Y
increases the total from 250,000 to
1,000,000 elements. Based on seven
components for each element and one
million elements MTBF as shown in
figure 3 is about 0.1 hours. This figure,
of course, is for a single element failure
and more than one can be tolerated.
Microelectronic techniques have the
potential for eliminating any reservations
about reliability due to this factor at
least. Assuming ten image elements per
chip and one million elements MTBF
will approximate 100 hours for a single
element failure, and ten hours for a 10
million element array. MTBFs for fail-

FIGURE 3
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Costs
Any known technique has limitations
that are real and absolute. However,
many techniques have apparent limita·
tions that can be overcome by inventive·
ness and ingenuity or, in some cases, b~
scrupulous attention to pragmatic con·
siderations in engineering. Total cost over
the life of a display system must neces·
sarily be considel'ed in deciding on
courses of action. The following example
show how cost can be considered, shoW
what can be real or apparent limitations,
and, in some cases, indicate possible
solutions.

Scribe Systems
These systems, for specifi · rrpplicn·
tions, have a number of appealing fen·
tures. One of the outstanding featw·es 15
low initinl cost. However, the cost oft 11e
glass or metal slide upon which the dntG
are scribed is relatively high . Thus, r;
verting to our equation Y
MX + '
these syst ms have low n and a high ~
Comparison with other S)'Stems, on: 1
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Of course another way to
ability is by duplexing and
circuits compo1,ent and
selves. imilnrly, there are
of logistics that cannot be sol
ting somethi11g bigger and
might be ships, sto.ruge facilities
in the ground or boo ters for '
These and most other practienl
ations can be nccommodat d if w
~olerate the ost. ost is a very e
mg measure that has univ rsul
and is very easy to describ and
stand in terms of the
equation illustration in Figure lB.
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basis, is complicated by the fact
these systems unlike .film systems bn
11
an inherent capability to add on to ,n
existing display instead of regenerntf!
1
a complete new display as in the 1
6
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In an operational situation that
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might appear that most of the cost problems will reduce to trivia. After all, these
devices are already available commerciallly and they are in use in the entertainment field and have appeared in
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Represen tative lugh quality f1lm systeJltS that can be built today have m?derate initial costs and annual nmn111g
casts that can vcli'y from moderate to exu·emely high.
In part the annual cost, is due to the
inherent nature of the film system - you
throw away the film.
The amount of film that is thrown away
and the annual cost varies over a considerable range. The range is determined
by the choice of technique and the application of engineering skill based _on a
realization that the annual cost IS as
critical as the initial cost.
Aside from skillful, purposeful engineering based on conventional techniques there are some interesting approaches to extending any limits of the
technique by reducing film costs. The
first of these is aimed at reducing film
costs by reusing the film or by providing a reusable counterpart. Approaches
that are showing some promise in this
direction are thermoplastic and photoplastic recording, and electrostatic printing techniques. If any of these approaches
result in a reusable medium capable of
a large number of reuses at a unit cost
considerably less than conventional film
many gains can be anticipated. The initial cost of systems will probably rise
slightly but the decreased annual cost will
result in lower total cost if the anticiPated life of the system is long enough.
An extremely interesting approach is
one that is aimed at reducing film cost
by providing a color display by means
of n single film frame rather than the
tt:ree frames presently used. ucb a techntque, if feasible, could have a great imPact on film systems. Lt could reduce
annual film cost by two-thirds. 1ucb
hlore important, could be the impa<;!t on
d!~p.lay de.~ign . At the very least it would
ehminate two of the tlwee pl'ojection
~lirrels. The effects of this change could
affect the design of the entire system by
~<llnxing the severe requif·ements for reg~t'tnti.on and result in con.s iderable sav~gs m the ini.tial cost and the annual
COst as shown iJ1 figure 6.

1he light Valves

\Vitl1 the advent of the light valves it
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some military applications.
The application of the light valve to
the computer driven command and control environment imposes requirements
that are much more severe than those for
presenting a championship fight in a
theatre once or twice a year. Greatly increased performance must be provided
in hardware that is extremely reliable
and maintainable. These requirements
interact to their mutual disadvantage. Increased performance is provided by more
and better equipment that, in the absence of extreme care, becomes less reliable and maintainable. Even when
these requirements are met, the initial
cost of the equipment is likely to be an
order of magnitude greater than commercially available equipment.
Annual cost can become a highly criti-

has an average life ranging from 35 to
100 hours. In the present designs, the
short cathode life is due to the fact that
the cathode is in the same chamber as
the oil; the vaporized oil fmms deposits
on the cathode that lead to failure. The
annual cost of cathodes can be extremely high . The light valve that meets military requirements can be considered as
a device with a high initial cost and a
moderate to low annual cost.
The attractiveness of the light valve
will be considerably increased if the annual cost of operation can be reduced
to a minimum by building in high reliability.

General Considerations
The importance of pragmatic considerations in guiding the development of display systems and techniques is only beginning to be realized. One of the most
useful of these is the total cost. Major
contributions to the total cost, like many
taxes, are often disguised or hidden.
Among the more impmtant of these are
the costs for technical data and for aerospace ground equipment (AGE). A critical look at Air Force requirements for
technical data and contractors' costs and
performance in providing AGE is needed
if we are to control total cost.
There is an apparent feeling in some
circles that AGE is the proper vehicle
for recovering losses due to low bids on
the prime equipment. This attitude is reflected in unreasonable costs.
A much more difficult problem is when
a contractor fails to provide, in his design of prime equipment, for the checkout and testing that the AGE equipment is designed to perform. This results
in an adapter/converter between prime
equipment and AGE at a cost of many
thousands of dollars.

TOTAL SYSTEM COST
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cal item if reliability is low. Aside from
maintenance normal to any electronic/
mechanical system two expendable items
are relatively short lived and expensive.
The xenon lamps have a rated life of at
least lOOQ hours or six weeks. The cost
is roughly $400 each or perhaps $3,500
per year for each display. Not a very
large amount, and very likely unavoidable, so little energy need be devoted to
it. However, the cathode, which is essential to the operation of the equipment

Conclusions
Failure to consider practical factors
can lead to hardware designs that are
poor approaches to a best possible display consistent with the state of the a1t.
Such designs do not provide Air Force
with desired capability and are easily
confused with technique limitations. This
can lead to premature abandonment of
useful techniques.
One useful approach to dealing with
pragmatic considerations is to relate them
to Total Cost. Total Cost can be related
to Initial Cost, Annual Cost, and Useful
Life of the equipment.
Total Cost is influenced by many factors, not all of which are obvious. However, certain key items are expendable
materials, maintenance/reliability, and
AGE.
Air Force is undertaking a program to
obtain data, define and quantify many
of the variables affecting the cost and effectiveness of display equipment.
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Information and display systems are our business, and we've carried their sophistication
sky-high. Our PARD (Precision Annotated Retrieval Display) airborne data storage, retrieval
and display system is a case in point. It presents real-time television displays of all reconnaissance/surveillance information received from sensor aircraft criss-crossing a combat area. It integrates this information with maps, charts, and up-to-the-minute radioed
data. It carries a library of intelligence information at its heart, stored on 5000 rapidly
accessible microfilm aperture cards. The result is a complete picture of "what's going on"
at any moment over an area which may cover hundreds of square miles. You can enlarge
any part of the image on the high-resolution TV displays up to 250 times ... always in focus.
Write and erase on the display. Obtain hard copies in seconds. Urgent requirements? We
delivered the complete PARD system in just 58 days. GPL can put together a system to suit
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And the N a vigation- D isplay

by David B. Nichinson
President
Kollsman Instrument Corporation

Editor's Note
Continuing its policy of participation in ID-oriented technical symposia with other professional and
scientific societies, the SOCIETY
FOR INFORMATION DISPLAY cosponsored the Institute of Navigation's twentyfirst annual meeting
June 21-23 in Long Beach, Calif.
The June 22 luncheon address by
David B. Nichinson, President of
Kollsman Instrument Corp., is reprinted here in its entirety because
of its interest to readers of INFORMATION DISPLAY.

I am truly pleased to have been invited to express a few comments at today's luncheon. This joint session with
the Society for Information Display is,
to me, particularly significant and perhaps even symbolic.
As you know, I have been identified
with the navigation profession for quite
a few years. Most members . of our profession, perhaps like those fortunate ones
in other technical fraternities, truly enjoy
their chosen work. We enjoy talking
about our work - its problems - its
challenges - and the potential solutions.
'vVe communicate freely - with one another. This work becomes a way of life.
At times, to the lament of our wives and
our families, our treasured work becomes
almost life itself.
Periodically, however, I feel uncomfortable about what appears to be excessive inbreeding in the exchange of
our ideas. The Dopplers fight the Inertials - even the Celestinls fight the Inertials - and suddenly we effect a temporary peace with a Stellar-Inertial
Doppler - or a Doppler Inertial - and
conjure up an appropriate acronym. Our
exchanges, however, are much too confined for they are with one another.
Navigation is prerequisite to effective26

ly arnvmg at the selected destination.
It is not, however, the end in itself. With
the utmost of perfection in our navigational techniques and measurement, we
must still resort to other subsystems if
we are to successfully complete our mission. The complexities of today's assignments require the interface and reiterative exchange with many other disciplines.
At a session like today's, we are not
only communicating what we know,
what we think, what we propose, but
we are sharing these possessions with
others who, in their own faiths have also
been called upon - who are to participate along with us to jointly attain our
common goal - the timely and effective
arrival at our destination.
There is something else symbolic in
today's navigation display program. The
Institute of Navigation is primarily concerned with the development of quantitative information, its acquisition, its
processing, and its application to the
successful execution of the navigational
equation. Throughout its domain, the
information is factual, physical and objective.
The Society for Infomwtion Display
enters with the acknowledged acceptance of man within the system and concentrates on the manner of communicating with this vital, most critical, but,
unfortunately, the most subjective and
most unknown facet of the total system.
The acknowledged and accepted return
of man as an indigenous part of our
system (or at least as part of many of
our newer systems) is, to me, most gratifying. Man~s positive responsibility for infmmation management and decision is,
indeed, encouraging.
My comment on man's return may be
greeted with some skepticism -for when
did he abandon this role? During the last
war, starting around 1940, truly revo-

lutionary strides. were made in the .field
of ]ectronics. This progress nnd the at.
tendant development of servos, analog
computers, and the previO\lSly Lllllllas.
tered portions of the electromagnetic
spectrum, all fostered an intensified era
of push-button thinking. Man was called
upon to create new machines - but su~
consciously, or perhaps even consciouslx,
was being evicted from his own machine's decision process- except for that
push-button. While the basic technolo:;
gies were advancing and even gallop;
ing, and high degrees of autom ation were
surprisingly being achieved- almost lii<e
those ever-appearing strains of new vi·
ruses - the simple push-button proved
almost diabolically evasive.
The dynamics and the complexities of
evolving systems seemed to multiply fast.
er than the automated solutions appeared.
The need for increased precision, great·
er speed, and more expanded scope, col·
lectively necessitated whole new orders
of quantitative measurement and pr<r.
cessing. The ex'J)onential e:qJlosivn of our,
endeavors added so many more ariables,
that man's uniqu decision abilities be·
came more engulfed in information man·
agement and the decision process than
ever before.
We are now desperately in need 0
man - inside and outside his vehicle.
Man is not to hold back the advancing
tide of automation nor is b e to preserve
those functions which can be don:
better , nd easier by hi creations, butdb
is stiJJ, and vitally, required to ju ge
that being done - to control it - to us~
it wisely. 1an must not be transfornle\
to the servant of his own creation bu
must remain the master. For :<. mple.
our larg command and ontrol insta.lln•
tions are not, in themselves man n •ing d
sin1ation. They are but ace 1mulating au
reporting basic and prerequisite infonnn·
tion and are but part of man's d ci i011
5
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kinS process and responsibility.
We :u·e also now focusing attention on
I• .1 onlY the inh·oduction of mnn, but
no are almost in search of a n w man .
\~e 111 usl get to know hi1n - to u·ain
\n _ to enhance his abiJjties - to fulml tlle essential_ •:ole of g~·eater and m ore
sponsible dec1s1on making. We are not
~~1 ply expecting him to create - he is
and he must, partioipate.
to ietum ing to our nnviga:tion dom , in iJl 11 rigorous sense, navigation involves
the vehid 's pre ent position and tl1e
course nnd distance to its d estination.
While the somewhat statk, though renerntive chnracteristic · of this basic infonnnti on can b tran formed to more
meaningful dyna.mio terms and thereby
provide prior trends and ev n antidpate
future evolutions, the actual decision process must, b)' necessity, give due con sideration to a wealth of othei· r -lated
1 environmental factors.
In the case of a simple aircraft, the
field
course to be pursued could be materially
he a~
influenced not only by the static factual
malog
nmas1 data of present position and destination,
but, at times, inlluenced even more so
me tic
by weather, fuel consumption, h·af:fic,
.d e~li
~uipme nt limitations, or even diffiCtl lcalled.
ties. All such p ertinent iilformation must
t stib•
be processed for more proper decision.
ously1
In a true practical sense, man alone curt marently possesses the basic abilities to perr that
form this function. All of this infonna111010·
tion, therefore, must be effectively comullop•
municated to man for his management,
wete
for his digestion, and for his decision.
;t like
Information management, under difw viferent names, has been with man from
roved
his very beginning. Man, using his natural sensing elements, has received inputs
ies of
regarding environmental conditions,
I frt~t
earea, physical well-being, proximity to danger,
~tc., and has reacted, or processed, these
great··
,
mputs
to motivate his actions. Man's
• col·
social evolution has enhanced some of
;;·del'S
these abilities, while others have been
pro·
at~enuated since they may no longer be
four
truly
essential to self-preservation nor
ables1
Prerequisite to man's pursuits.
lS bem:ll'l'
Although we live in the "push button"
than
_e~a , analytical system engineeting analy~IS, as well as empirical experience, has
t ught us that man, for the moment at
ed oJ
!hicle.
~ast, is still the most important decision
e ement in our complex. dynamic control
.o ·ing
system . Al l inl01mation management
~erVC
done
S}'stems possess the same basic require, 1t he
11\ents, including the processing of m assjudge
es of information and their reduction to
-0 use
ab7inimum n~mber o~ easily understantl; 1•111 ed.
l e P1 esenta twns whtch lend themselves
0
n but
• rapid interpretation. With man how"~'e•·
mplC!
llr .' part of t he system, the manner of
)talltl·
lo~~en tation , involves as man y physionsglen! and psychologic;\] consi.derati.ons
•illfi n
nn~
technical ones.
o ntJA•
ltyCenainly, as of toclny, the vast majorcisiO'l
Ill o.F the interface with man is in the
r, 196~
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visual band. The visual channels possess,
by far, the greatest accessibility to man's
data processing centers. In time, however, this medium may be complemented
by, or even displaced by other channels,
for instead of displacing man, greater
attention is now being directed to the
positive introduction of man to our more
complex systems. Intensive study is now
being directed to better understand this
human subsystem and explore those techniques which may enhance man's ability
to fulfill even more complex information
management assignments. For the present, however, the visual presentation format is the most effective when large
quantities of data must be conveyed.
The data handling capacity of the human visual system is substantially higher
than any other sensory mode and, in addition, provides some unusual discrimination properties not present or yet
detected with man's other senses. Communication by visual display, therefore,
rates well when measured in terms of
data handling capacity, memory, resolution, accuracy, longevity, channel band
width, and other unique parameters such
as color differentiation, and moving target perceptivity.
Many discussions of display do, however, place disproportionate emphasis on
that transmitted rather than the receipt
and interpretation of that provided. Unfortunately, in this same visual area, as
a result of man's complexity, "seeing" is
not to be immediately assumed as "believing." While the ideal technician may
generate the desired navigation information with appropriate definition and precision and conclude that, once presented,
there could be no question of judgment,
such, unfortunately, may not be the case
when interfacing with man.
In the organization with which I am
affiliated, while we are engaged in many
other domains, we are vety strongly
identified with what might be deemed
a simple parameter of flight altimetry.
While our instruments perform the many
complex sensing and computing functions which are pmt of altitude measurement, after two decades of intensive
work, the most difficult problem which
confronts us is still presentation. We are
called upon to provide a simple reading
and, in spite of the relative simplicity of
this display task, and with due respect
for all of the human engineering which
has been performed, we, as a company,
and others in our segment of the indu.s try, still provide a vast assortment
of individually tailored altitude presentations. ·'
Some airlines and military groups prefer three-pointer presentations. Others
prefer the drum and pointer. Some aircraft prefer the vertical scale approach.
The Navy prefers the counterpointer and now we are seriously considering

the drum-counter-pointer configuration.
Each of these display the simple indication of altitude. It would appear that
all factors influencing the type of display
selected would be comparable - pilot
intelligence - pilot physical condition types of aircraft - operational requirements, etc.
The resulting assortment however is
not the product of caprici~us nor a~·bi
trary men, but rather the mature conscientious and deliberated belief and conviction that one presentation is indeed
better than another, and their li~es coulcl
well depend on their decision . It is evident, therefore, that even with a relatively simple item - a single altitude reading - the subjectivity of the operator the influence of his training - the influence of his environment - can and do
have significant bearing on how and
what he sees and what he believes worthy of inclusion in his unique decision
making process. He may not believe
that which he sees - he may believe that
which he thought he saw.
This interface between man and his
creations requires continuous and reiterative interchange. Neither domain, man
nor his creation, can be developed separately and simply welded together.
Each must understand and work with
the other. We might quickly conclude
that man possesses a good appreciation
of that which he has created. Surprisingly, however, he, at times is embarrassed to learn that there ' is. more to
learn about his own developments. His
creations take on characteristics and personalities of their own. At times, they
logically do things which they are not
supposed to do, things which circumvent all of the protective planning included in their evolution. In addition,
much must be learned of man's response
and acceptance of that being communicated.
Perhaps, in working with other senses,
more straightforward exchange will be
possible. In the visual area however
we take too much for grant~d and ou:·
conclusions are much too subjective.
Much has to be learned about this communication medium, for we know so
little.
As I speak, I have noticed that one
member of the audience has beautifully
mticulated one of my comments much
more effectively than all my words. I
noticed that on several occasions he
looked at his watch. He looked again
and again. The last time he also put his
watch to his ear to see if it was still running. It spite of what he repeatedly saw,
he did not believe time was passing so
slowly. In this case, however, I too am
using my visual communication and data
processing and I believe what I see. I
get the message.
Thank you - I have truly enjoyed
being with you!

Low cost stator type yoke
for high grade
commercial applications

Low L12, high sensitivity
for 42•, 52•, 70• and go•
1¥,6" CRT neck

High quality general purpose
moderate resolutio~
low residual
for 52•, 70• and 90;
1~•" CRT neck

TYPE KY

TYPE FY

Fast core general purpose,
moderate resolution,
for 52•, 10• and go•
1r,... CRT neck

Deflectron®,
general purpose
for 42•
1~ 6 " CRT neck

core, low U>
low distributed capacit;
for 52•
1~6" CRT neck

TYPE HY

TYPE HD

TYPE GD

Deflectron® for high resolution
recording storage tubes
Scan converter

storage tube yoke
Scan converter
applications

yoke for high frequency
beam modulation
Celcaloy, ferrite
and air core
for 1r,... CRT neck

appli~ations

TYPE QD

TYPE QY

General purpose yokes

Miniature yoke
for 7/a" CRT neck
and special unit
construction

for '¥a" CRT neck

BY

1" storage tube CY
for 1Va" storage tube

CYT

Low resistance version of type BY
Available for types
CY and CYT

TYPE AW
yoke for 52• and 70•,
1~6 " CRT necks
Includes bearings, gear
and sliprings

1" and

TYPE RY

TYPE MY
and storage tube yoke
for 2" CRT neck Type DY

Coils for centering and beam
alignment, aiming, flooding
for 1'l'16" CRT neck

2W ' CRT neck Type OJ

TYPE DY

TYPE KC

Pincushion corrector,
permanent magnet
Specials available

Focus coil, dynamic
for high resolution
Many other standard
types available

TYPE YY
Pincushion corrector,
electromagnetic,
low cost,
general purpose

TYPE M

TYPE 1
Vidicon yoke, focus
and alignment coils 1"
For slow scan,
high resolution

vidicon yoke, 1"
Magnetic deflection coil
with shielding

yoke, focus
and alignment coil 1"
For standard TV
applications

TYPE HV

TYPE TV 129

yoke, focus
and alignment coils 3"
For standard TV
applications

corrector
dynamic focus
For high resolution
42• CRT

TYPE WV
Image Orthicon yoke, focus
and alignment coils 3"
For high resolution,
slow scans

TYPE AV 172

TYPE TV 172

TYPE NC

MAHWAH, N.J.

UPLAND, CAL.

201-327-1123
TWX 201-327-1435

714-982-0215
TWX 714-556-9550
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X-Y Deflection Amplifier
.25% Linearity

DA-PP2B
± 1.5 amp
(shown)

DA-PP2C
± 1.5 amp

DA-PP3B
± 3.0 amp

DA-PP3C
± 3.0 amp

DA-PP6B
± 6.0 amp

DA-PP6B
± 6.0 amp
(Shown)

Ultra Linear X-Y Deflection Driver
.05% Linearity

DA-PP3D
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-~. ->'..1·
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For Yokes over 100 J.th

For Yokes under 100 J.th

Linearity Correction for Flat-Faced CRT
Use with CELCO Field Corrector
for absolute linearity

For High Precision Displays

All Silicon NPN Deflection Driver

Rack Mounted X-Y Deflection Amplifier
Unregulated Power Supply

DA-PP3N
± 3.0 amp
(Shown)
DA-PP6N
± 6.0 amp
PDA-PP2BR
± 1.5 amp

PDA-PP3BR
± 3.0 amp
!Shown)

For Highest Precision Displays
Rack Mounted X-Y Deflection Amplifier
Regulated Power Supply
Isolated X-Y Channels

I

J
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RDA-PP3B
±3.0 amp
!Shown)
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Silicon Deflection Amplifier
Regulated Power Supply

High Speed Deflection Driver
Single Axis Push-Pull
With Power Supply

(
~;·

RDA·PP6B
±6.0 amp

Constant Current Sources
0.1% of Range

RDA-PP6N
± 6.0 amp

RDA-PP3N
± 3.0 amp
!Shown)

Vidicon Driver and Sweep Generator
for Hybrid Tube Type 8134

1-PDA-PP 18N
18 KV
Accelerating Potential

10 J.tS
10• Deflection

Sawtooth Signal Generator SG1
Ramps from 20 11 s to 1DO ms

DA-V1
CR-104
4.0 amp 1O.OV
(Shown)

CR-510
10.0 amp 5.0V
Use with Celco Vidicon Yoke

MAHWAH, N. J.
201-327-1123
TWX 201-327-1435

Type HV

Triggers in and out

UPLAND, CAL.
714-982-0215
TWX 714-556-9550

,.-----Sixth National Symposium
Society for Information Display
New York City
29-30 September 1965

This important event will be held at the Commodore Hote l in New
York City and w ill have a number of features that promise to make
the forthcoming SID National Symposium more rewarding th an ever.
Fordyce Brown, President of Photomechanisms, Inc., is the overall
Convention Chairman. He has chosen a well qualified, hard working
group of chairmen responsible for specific activities. Solomo n Sherr
of Sperry Gyroscope is Vice Chairman.
Edmund Kennedy of Rome Air Development Center, Papers Chairman, is presently reviewing papers to choose those that should be exciting, challenging, speculative, provocative or even controversial.
For Program Co-Chairmen, William Bethke of RADC and Carl
Machover of Information Displays, Inc., will arrange for the various
speakers and other activities.
The Exhibits and Equipment Show is being coordinated by Sherman Blumenthal of Touche, Ross, Bailey and Smart. Frank Masters of
Trade Associates, Inc., is the Exposition Manager.
The Facilities Chairman is Charles Emmert of CBS Laboratories.
Burton Price of Philco Corporation is Chairman of Registration, and
Henry Oppenheimer of CBS Laboratories is the Financial Chairman.
Publicity Chairman is Gordon Burroughs, Burroughs Engineering.
Technical Sessions

On Wednesday, technical sessions will begin with the keynote
address by Brig. Gen . A. T. Culbertson, Commander, Rome Air Development Center. The technical sessions will all be related to displays
but will cover broad areas, including Systems, Science and Art, Display /Computer/ User Interface, as well as Physics, Electronics, Optics,
Photochemistry, Physiology and Psychology as they are applied to Information Display.
At lunch, Fordyce Brown will be the Master of Ceremonies; ~e
will present Dean John Sullivan, Florida Atlantic University, w ho wdl
speak on In formation Display in Education. Following this will be
technical sessions and then _a banquet address by E. J. Stockwe ll 0
NASA's Office of Tracking and Data Acquisition. Robert Klein, Kol ls·
man Instrument Corp ., will be the Master of Ceremonies.
On Thursday, there will be more technical sessions morning and
afternoon with Harold G. Davis from North American Aviation Space
and ln{ormation Systems Division as the luncheon speaker and Carl
Machover as Master of Ceremonies .

morf

Five Minute Papers

Included in the technical sessions will be a ser ies of five minute
papers, an innovation at technical symposia that promises to provide
more information in less time.
Ladies Program
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For the first time, a special Ladies Program has been arranged .
Each morning, a continenta l breakfast will be served in o ur Ladies
Hospitality Suite . Hostesses w il l be avai lab le w ith aut horitative info rmation on w here to go a nd wh at to do in New York City. Tours of
the United Nations and a "Dutch Treat'" lunch in the Delegates Di ni ng
Room, as wel l as the SID Banq uet in the even ing , are arranged for
Wednesday . On Thursda y, brunch at La Fonda de l Sol, a to ur of
Rockefe lle r Cente r, and a show at the Radio City Music Hall a re scheduled .
Registration

Advance registration forms and a preliminary program have been
mailed out, but additional advance registration forms can be obtained
from Burton Price, Philco Corporation, 390 Welsh Road, Willow Grove,
Pennsylvania 19090 (Telephone 215, OL 9-7700).
Any other Symposium information can be obtained from Fordyce
Brown, Photomechanisms, Inc., 15 Stepar Place, Huntington Station,
L.l., N.Y. (Telephone 516, HA 3-4411 ).
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Preliminary List of Exhibitors
Burroughs Corp.
Electronic Components Division
P. 0 . Box 1226
Plainfield, New Jersey
Mr. John L. Turnbull
Manager, Advertising
Booths 35 and 36
CBS Laboratories
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting
System, Inc.
227 High Ridge Road
Stamford, Connecticut
Mr. Alexander J. Autote
Manager, Marketing Services
Booth 42
CELCO (Constantine Engineering
Laboratories Co.)
70 Constantine Drive
Mahwa h, New Jersey 07430
Mr. Robert 0 . Meres
Purchasing Agent
Booth 22
General Precision, Inc.
50 Prospect Avenue
Tarrytown, New York
Mr. Arthur Brundage
Booth 48
Kollsman Instrument Corp.
80-08 - 45th Avenue
Elmhurst, New York 11373
Mr. Jack G. Anderson
Vice President
Booths 13 and 14

3nd

ace
:arl

LTV Military Electronics
Post Office Box 6118
Dalla s 22 , Texas
Mr. F. H . Frantz
Booths 53 and 54

Mosier Safe Co.
Grand Boul evard
Hamilton, Ohio 45012
Mr. Alan C. Root
M a nager, Business Planning
Booth 49
Radiation Melbourne
Division of Radiation, Inc.
Melbourne, Florida
Mr. Bob Haddock
Booth 12
Raytheon Co.
141 Sp ring. St r eet
Lexington, M assach usetts 02173
Mr. Robert R. An drews
Manager Shows and Ex hibits
Booth 21
Spindler & Sauppe, Inc.
7700 M a ryknoll Avenue
Bethesda , M a ryland 20034
Mr. Ca rroll B . Sager
Eastern Representative
Booth 50
Stromberg Carlson Corp.
Data Products-San Diego
P. 0 . Box 2449
San Diego, Californi a 92112
Miss Helen J . Wood
Adv. & Public Relations
Booth 37
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.
730 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017
Mr. Robert E. Bilby, Supervisor
Advertising & Sales Promotion
Booth 16
Thomas Electronics, Inc.
122 Eighth Street
Pa ssaic, New Jersey 07056
Mr. Eugene V. DiSciullo, Sales Mgr.
Booth 6
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How can you get the most
squint-proof detail
on closed -circuit TV?

Dr . H. R. Luxenberg
Dr. Luxenberg's biography
in the last issue of Information
with another related article.
Glenn E. Whitham
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Unretouched photo of monitor screen

Granger Associates
has the answer
now

G/ A's new high -resolution TV system lets you read a letter or digit

occupying only 1 I 15,000 of the picture area. You can view broad
scenes-like a situation display, an airport runway, or a bank of
panel meters- and see all .the critical details. Or you can put an entire letter·

size document on the screen and read any part. Series V1000 TV systems use
as many as 1225 scanning lines and a
30 Me video bandwidth
to produce pictures with four times the
clarity of conventional
525-line, 8 Me systems. Get in touch with
G/A for the most advanced
closed-circuit TV systems available any-

Uni~ersity. ~e

has been a

member of MlT Radtation Lab and~
Alnmos Scientific Lab. At Raytheo ...,.
has be.en assoc.iated ~vith d isplay ~ :
folmatJOn systems ~ . Tnrtar, n u.~.
11
Mauler, on-bo~rd lo~tstlc spacecrnft ~
plays, FAA bnght clJsplays, nnd nulller.
ous control center display systems.
•
Quentin L. Bonness
Mr. Bon ness joined
The Bunker-f\.~ 1110
Corp., where he Is
Senior Staff Engl.
neer, via the orlgl.
nal Ramo-Woo!d.
ridge Corp. in 1958
and has been priQ.
cipally engaged in systems analysis for
applications of data processing and tliJ.
play systems. He received his B IE!
from the University of Nebraska, and his
MS/EE from the University of l11inois.
Prior to his current affiliation, he \VIIS
employed at GE and Gilfillan, and taught
EE at Nebraska. His professional memberships include IEEE, ACM and SlD.
Dr. Edmund J. Kennedy
Dr. Kennedy served in the Infantrt
during World War
II, then obtained llis
BS, MA, and PhD
degrees from Columbia University . .fit
entered govemmenl
service in 1954 as proj ct engineer ill
what later became the Hum an Factors
Laboratory. Until 1963, he served AS
Chief, Control & Guidance Branch, wJ1ert
major responsibilities were displays as.;
pects of large "L" systems. He has serVe!'
on several national committees, and IS
now Chief, Advanced Analysis Section.
Display Techniques, RADC.

ID Papers

Granger
Associates
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

1601 California Ave., Palo Alto, California I Telephone: 321-417 51 TWX: 910-373-1291
Granger Associates Ltd., Fox Oak (Flat), Seven Hills Road, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey,
England I Weybridge 44842

All manuscripts submitted for publication
in Information Display should be addressed
to: R. L. Kuehn, Publications Chairman,
1831 Seadrift Drive, Corona Del Mar,
California. Authors are requested to en·
close a recent photograph and up-to-date
biography. If illustrative material accotll'
panies text, suitable stiffening should bO ·
used to protect artwork and photogra~
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cambridge University Display System
The l atbematical Laboratory of Cambridge University is
using o Display <mtrol System suppli <l b Digital Equip111ent ~rp. (UK ) Ltd. , for .research. into man-machh1e com111unjcations a1 d coml,)uter-mded des1gn . The system ordered
in Jn.mJary, ~vent on-line less th nn three days after delivery.
rt consists of a PDP-7 cmlli,)Uter with 8192-word core memory
nod nn iucrementnl CRT disp.lay and .light pen . The display
[unctions as a sub-computer, obtaining data and iJ1stn1ctions
directl y from the PDP-7 core memory. It has random point,
vector in.cr·emen t nncl other plotti.n g modes. Use of the light
pen nllows the operator to "draw" symbols and shapes directly 011 t he face of the display, as in Digita l's experimental
GllAPHpad program. CRAPHpad simplifies and speeds up
the drafting steps normally required in designing electronic
logic circuits.
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Integrated Manned Space Systems Simulator
The Manned Orbital Laboratory Simulator shown above is part of an
advanced system, called an lntegraled Manned Space Systems Simulator,
r~cently completed at the General Dynamics Corp. Astronautics Div., San
Diego. The entire system will be capable of simulating in detail every
:anceivable manned mission in Earth orbit, to the moon, or to any planet
In lhc Solar Syslem . lis purpose is to sludy man 's role in space to gain
0
bette,r understanding of th e requirements for crew syslems and space·
trofl d~sign. The photograph above shows TV screen on which cam·puler~rlvon views ore presen led exaclly a s lhey would be seen through win ·
dows of a spacecraft by an oslronaul .

Nonconfusing Control Panels
The high degree of efficiency req uired of the operator of
11lodern electronic and mechnnical equipment necessitates controt pnnel design that is conducive to fast and accurate control responses. nfortunately, ·patial constraints sometimes
~ake the ideni Junctional grouping impracticable. As a cons~quen e, certnin compromises must be made in the design
~ tl1e panel, according to Micha I V. Fiore, ystems Div.
. enerul Precision lnc., who presented a paper entitled "Conll'ol/ Display Association Stereotypes in Grouped Panel ArINFORMATION DISPLAY, JULY/ AUGUST, 1965

rangements" at the recent Aero Space Technical Conference
in Houston, Tex. In the paper, he disclosed some results of
a research program he has canied out on this problem. He
noted that regardless of labeling, color coding, shape coding
and other cues to correct association, if the operator has habits of association contrary to those which the panel arrangement calls for, the probability of error increases greatly. The
average person has what he calls association preferences
when switches and associated lights are involved, according
to the author. It was found that when groups of controls and
displays are arranged in a rectangular configuration so that
the controls are on two adjacent sides and their corresponding displays are on the remaining adjacent sides, a tendency
exists to associate displays with controls directly opposite
rather than adjacent to them.

Air Surveillance from the Ground
Aerospace Croup, General Precision Inc., has produced
equipment whereby aerial surveillance can be relayed to
and displayed for ground commanders in real time. Radar
and infrared sensors on reconnaissance aircraft can see what
no visual observer can see. By adapting a unique digital data
transmission system to an existing video data link, pictures
of the infrared and radar readouts are transmitted to and
displayed by a ground console. At the same time, precise
aircraft position and flight condition inf01mation is transmitted and displayed on the same console. A digital clock
is included in the system to provide the necessary timing
signals and, sequentially, control and scanning of the three
information channels. Total synchronism of pictorial observation data and flight condition data is the system's prime
feature.
Advanced Navigation Systems
The U.S. Air Force has officially accepted an advanced
navigation system incorporating the best features of three
types of navigation systems in use in aircraft. Designated the
ANI ASN-59, the Stellar-Inertial-Doppler ( SIDS) navigation
system produced by Litton's Guidance and Control Systems
division will provide the Air Force with continuous, automatic 24-hour, all-weather navigation to an accuracy much
greater than previously obtainable in a lightweight system.
The basic method of navigati on is inertial, the same technique employed in newest Air Force and NATO jet fighters
and avy patrol and attack aircraft. The inertial subsystem
automatica lly tells the pilot his position and tl1e heading and
distance to any of 90 destinations, and operates continuously
without reference to the ground, sky or radio or radar beams.
Velocity information from a Doppler navigation system increases the long-range accuracy of the gyro-stabilized inertial
system, which measures aircraft acceleration, heading, altitude, ground ·peed and track angle. The astra-tracker subsystem obtains star fixes to check the latitude and longitude
position data indicated by the ine1tial subsystem. A computer
processes the information from these three navigation subs~stems, provides 01.1tput signals for di playing navigation
data on the pilot's or navigator's con trol panels, and perfmms
computations necess. ry to control the SID system. Most advanced featme of Litton's IDS svstem is the astro-h·acker
subsystem, which automatically tr~cks two or mOTe stars in
daylight, as well as at night, to determine the precise position of the aircraft, corrects the position indicated on the
control panel, and sends appropriate corrective gyro bias
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sign rtls to eliminate the cause of the error. Using positi on and
h eading information derived hy the inertial subsystem, the
computer determines the elevation and bearing of predetermin ed stars within th e field of view of the astro-tracker subsystem at that time and position, and sends pointing angle
commands to the tracker telescope. The compnter stores elevation, bearing and other information on at least four preselected stars in view at any time and point on Earth. The
telescope slews to the commanded pointing angles and, if
a star is within the field of view, a star presence signal is
generated. Also generated are star position signals indicating
whether the star is left, right, above or below the center
axis of the telescope. The digital computer, upon receipt of
these indications, generates c~ntrol signals to center the star
in the telescope field. If, within 15 seconds after slewing to
the commanded elevation and bearing, th ere is no star presence signal, the computer will generate signals for a search,
which continues until a star presence signal is generated or
the search time runs out. Then the telescope slews to another
star.

Polaris Submarine Navigation Simulator
A new $500,000 training simulator will be added to the
New London submarine base's "high and dry fleet" which
lets Polaris submarine navigators steer through every navigational situation submarines meet at sea. Uuilt by Sperry
Rand's Sperry Gyroscope Co. Div ., the trainer can simulate
any undersea position in the world, at any operating depth ,
in any weath er, at any time of the clay or night - and with
the navigation system working normally or with simulated
problems. Most of the navigation eq uipment aboard th e trainer is a full-scale operating copy of the units aboard every
Polaris subm arine afloat. It is arranged physically to reproduce the layout of th e subs' actual navigation centers . In
the trainer, a voyage can be stopped , repeated, or sped along

AN

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT ABOUT

faster tJ1an rea l time. An instructor at th e comput 1.
watche displays which tell him th "actual" position (
0
make- believe boat, while a print r types ou t a runnr
showing wher th ·h•dent navigators think th y a~g
after- ·lnss evaluations.
•

Document Retrieval Seminar
A four-day seminar on valunting docum nt rdl'ievaJ
terns will be given in tl1e nntion' · capital b giuning S
7, and will be r-pented in Philadelphia, Boston, nnd ~1(
York during the balanc
f th month. It will h sponso
by the enter for Infom1ation R somces, In ·. ( -lrt) , W~
ington, D. ., a subsidiary of H ern r and o. The folio~
subjects will be in<:luded n1nnng thos covered by the 01!1
Measuring the operating dficieDcy of docmnent r trieva]~I'Se:
ten s; factors ~ffect in g oper~ting ~ffic:ien~y- te~~ de ig11 llt1d
methodology lor th evn l uat~OI of ope1:atmg eHwi ncy; n
lys is of test search r ults w1th empha.s1s on deternlining the
rea ons for recalling unw~mted docun1e1 ts and for no11 reoii)J
of w:mted documents· interpretation f nn:tl ysis from the
points of view of i.nd x_in po.li y search strategy, s •sten de.
sign, and oth r effective vn riables; rebtionship b e tween op~.
ati ng efficiency and e ·onou1i efficiency; nncl t ·t d Sigt1 nnd
aua lysi of search results. L >c turers for the course \viii In.
·Iud
yril 1./. Cle e rdon F. Wilfrid Lancast r, and , nul
H erner.

Chapter News
The Mid Atlantic Chapter's May meeting was held at the
Navnl Training Device enter, ands Point, L.I., N.Y. T.DC
is located on the site of th former uggenheim cstnte over.
looking Long Island Sound. Th admini~trati on and contruct
departments are located i11 the mnin house, whil the engin eers are in what used to be the stables, a beautiful build.
ing about 50 feet high and 200 feet in length, entirely buill}

DISPlAYS

FOR

IBM 7094

USERS

Economical CRT Computer Controlled Displays, compatible with the IBM 7094, are now
available from INFORMATION DISPLAYS, INC. (formerly RMS Associates, Inc.).
All solid-state (except for 21" rectangular CRT), these displays writ up to 67 ,000
points or characters per second. Ught pens, vector generators, size and intensity controls, buffer memories, and other equally useful options can be included.
One typical IBM 7094 compatible display is the IDI Type CM10005A. This unit is
directly interchangeable with a 729 VI tape deck and includes the CURVILINE®
Character Generator, vector generator, mode control and auxiliary line drivers. The
price of the CM10005A Computer Controlled Display is $34,710.
Other combinations to meet each user's requirements can be assembled from the
assortment of standard options.
Please write or call for complete information.
NOTE TO USERS OF OTHER COMPUTERS plays compatible with your computer . . ·. too!
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IDI probably has delivered dis-

DISPLAYS. INC.

102 E. SANDFORD BLVD. • MOUNT VERNON, N.Y. 10550 • 9 14 OWen s 9 -5515

{ hnnd cut stone blocks about four feet thick. The work

~vas don~ .by Italian craftsmen brought to thi. country for
thiS specifrc purpo. e. Co:mmander E. C. 1oss, the Asststant
Director of ~~search, . de cribed th~ Center's functi~n of de-
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1eioping b·ammg clevrc s for niJ ol- our arrnetl .·ervrces. The
center is divided into th Physical ci nces Lnborntmy, the
,electronics Laboratory the Visual Simulation Laboratory,
the omputer Laboratory, and the R:uman Factors LaboratorY in addition to th various laboratory service depart111ents. h. Sol Domeshek, Head of the Physical Sciences
r,aborutory, and 'lr. H. Voss, th Assistant Head of the
J::Iumnn Factors Labonltory, described a number of their
projects. We wer th n taken outside where 1 fajor Cunningham demonstra't cl some of their equipment Jor simulatil1g
the sound and blnst effects of various guns and C• nnon.

.Fall Joint Computer Conference
Approximately 20 technical papers are being ~elcted from
unprecedented 300 dn1fts submitted for review, to be
considered for the Fall Joint Comput r onference, ov.
30-De . 2 at the Convention Center, Las Vegas. Cochairmen
of the technical program committee are S. Nissim and T. B.
·teel Jr. Drafts were submJtted from every section of the
United States, and fJ·om several foreign cou11tries. Topics ·include nspects of information sciences, ranging from xoti.c
'programming theory to dnta system management and practicnl npplications. Each paper i. being refereed by three or
more qualified subject matter speciali ts not associated with
the FJCC technical program.
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Information International Inc.
Information International Inc. has announced a new policy
with regard to educational use of its automatic programmable
film reader, installed at III's Cambridge, Mass., office. It
will make available its PFR-1 system, which has the capability of reading, digitizing and analyzing pictorial or graphic
data under program control, to any educational organization
whose efforts in research could benefit from its use. It is
offering the use of the complete system, generally during second or third shift hours, at the reduced rate of $50/hr.; in
one hour, a researcher could read, digitize and record on
magnetic tape over 5000 oscilloscope traces, at a cost of
19/trace. III has inaugurated the program because of the
large number of inquiries from universities, both in the
United States and abroad, and because they operate on limited budgets and grants. Users have the advantage of utilizing programs the firm has already developed. Any programs
required which may not yet be available, must be programmed by the individual. Highly sophisticated programs
may be developed using techniques originated at III, to implement judgments approaching those of the human in analysing filmed data. The firm will provide documentation of
the sy tem and existing programs. Colleges and tmiversities
developing programs for the PFR-1 are expe ·ted to fully
document such programs and submit th em to m, who will
make them available to other users. Inquiries should be directed to: Educational Plan, Information Intemational Inc.,
200 Sixth St., Cambridge, Mass. 02142.

Automatic Coding Document Recorder
The coding step in microfilm storage and retrieval of doculllen t bas now been mad fully autormltic bv the S-C 4400
Document Record 'r, nccord!ng to an am1o~ncement made
today by tromberg- arlson orp. The S-C <1400, developed
by the firm's -C Data P1·oducts Div., translate· comp tter
~angunge into ordinmy words and symbols and records the
rnfOtmation directly on H3mm or 35mm mi rofihn. J'he system for, automatically printing the Recordak orporation's
'liRA ODE S}'Stem intlex coding on film records, can also
nu~omaticnlly print other retri val ·odes. Th S- 4400 receiVes data fTom a compu ter or omputer-generated magnetic
~apes and reC! rds it directly 011. fiJ11:. t tl1e sa~11e time, the
ocum n.t recorder codes the film for au t<>matrc and em iINFORMATION DISPLAY, JULY/AUGUST, 1965

automatic storage and retrieval systems. The MIRACODE
concept uses a photo-optical code consisting of squares and
rectangles to identify each frame of film . Once the film is
processed, it is stored in magazines. An operator seated at
a retrieval station can command a central file of magazines,
containing a million or more records, within arm's reach.

Institute of Navigation Awards
. Col. Robert A. Duffy, USAF, was
presented the 1964 Thurlow Award and
bronze plaque for outstanding contributions to the science of navigation, at the
recent Long Beach, Calif., 21st meeting
of The Institute of Navigation. The Thurlow Award regarded as the highest honor in the field of navigation, was founded
by Sherman Mills Fairchild in 1945, in
memory of Col. Thomas L. Thurlow,
navigation pioneer and engineer-pilotofficer in the U.S. Atmy during the
1920s. Other awards presented at the
Col. Duffy
national meeting were the 1964 Burka
Award for the best paper in the Institute's Journal during the
year, to Maj. William L. Polhemus USAF (Ret.); and a
special Citation for Superior Achievement to Wladimir A.
Reichel for invention of the fluxgate compass, and other contributions to aircraft instrumentation and navigation, presented posthumously and accepted by Andre Reichel, the
recipient's son.

Business Notes and News
BuRROUGHS and THE BuNKER-RAMO CoRP. have both recently announced price reductions in their product lines.
BuRROUGHS CoRP. reduced the price of its premium rectangular Nixie (Reg.) tube to that of round tubes, with increased
warranty of two years. BuRROUGHS announced that, through
the reduction, it hoped to encourage users to specify rectangular types over round ones in both new applications and
in instruments where round tubes are already being used.
BuNKER-RAMo reduced both rental and sale prices of its
Series 200 product line of input/output equipment (rental
adjustment about 15%, price adjustment about 5% for one
sample item, the Model 203 unit, which features an alphanumeric keyboard and a 9-in. video display screen) . . .
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING LABORATORIES INC. has moved into
a new 50,000 square foot plant at 6901 Sunrise Blvd., Plantation, Fla. (near Ft. Lauderdale). It was built at a cost of
more than $500,000 to provide the firm with the most modern facilities available to produce its digital data system,
general-purpose computers, and related electronic products
... GENERAL PRECISION LINK GROUP has received a $700,000
award from Rome Air Development Center for a film data
readout system to be used for extraction of infotmation from
a large volume of m rlti-formntted film data inputs ... FAIRCHILD DuMoNT E LECTRON Tmm D1v. has received a $200,
000 contract for storage tubes to be utilized by BELOCK INSTRUMENT CORP. in a newly-designed module of the APN/
59 radar .. . INFORMATICs INc., Sherman Oaks, Calif., has
received over $400,000 in contracts from Rome Air Development Center to develop a system for online computer use.
The systems to be known as DOCUS (Displ ay Oriented ompiler Usage System) will employ sophisticated display equipment, operating online with modern, large-scale computers
. . . DATA PRODUCTS CoRPORATION, Culver City, Calif., has
received a Navy Bureau of Ships contract of approximately
$1 million for additional R0-280 high-speed military LINE/
PRINTERS ( TM), including spare parts, field services and
a training program ... R0-280 can print more than 72,000
characters/min. The film recently completed negotiations in
over $3 million of new orders in a 45-day period, unprecedented for DPC.
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C-E-I-R, Inc., has named Robert D.
Frank mktg. mgr. for the Southwest region, with headquarters in Los Angeles.
Capt. Roger J. Crowley Jr. (USN-Ret.),
director of · the New Hampshire Aeron autics Commission, h as been elected
a director of Computer Control Co., Inc.,
and Thomas H. Farquhar has been appointed mgr. of mktg. development for
the firm .
Telemetries, Inc., subsidiary of Technical Measurement Corp ., North Haven,
Conn., has appointed Fred L. Barla as
mgr. of display systems sales.
The Bunker-Ramo Corp. has named
W. J. Gruen to direct its newly-formed
Information Technology Laboratory, and
H. L. Shoemaker to head its new Information Systems Laboratory. Other BunkerRamo appointments include Col. F. K.
Nichols (USAF-Ret.) as dir., Washington
region, Defense Systems Div.; and Walter
Clark, dir., public relations and advertising, Business and Industry Div.
Ralph G. Schwab has been named asst.
controller and Lawrence S. Losinno accounting mgr. of Ultronic Systems Corp .
Les Brown has been named to the
n ewly-created position of chief engr.,
cine products, at Beckley & Whitley, Inc.
Hans E. J. Neugebauer has been
appointed director of scientific liaison
at the new office of Zerox Corp. in
Brussels, Belgium.
Richard S. Anderson has been named
VP, Genisco Technology Corp., and gen.
mgr., Genisco Systems Div. Victor Selvig
continues as asst. gen. mgr. of the division.

on the move
E. W. "Cy" Denny has been named
western regional sls. mgr. for General
Atronics Corp. Instrument Div. He will
operate fr om a sales office in Inglewood,
Calif.
Joseph Burns has been named to h ead
the newly-formed Display Services Dept.
of Fairchild Dumont Electron Tube Div.
The department encompasses storage
tube engineering, CRT engineering, and
research and development. Guy F. Barnett has been appointed manager of CRT
engineering.
Marshall D. Smith has been appointed
product manager of E:ON Corp.
Cairns Engineering Sales Corp., Los
Angeles, has been appointed technical
sls. rep. in Southern California for Indiana General Corp., Electronics Division-Memory Products.
Harry K. Sedgwick, Weston , Mass., has
formed Design Manage ment Consultants,
devoted to analysis of the engineer ing
function in industry and establishment of
suitable management controls to insure
overall efficiency.
H. R. Getty h as been named mgr., advanced communications, Martin/ Orlando .
Ralph A. Johnson has been appointed
to the new position of gen. mgr., Control
Systems Div., Radiation Inc.
Charles F. Hartel h as been appointed
mgr. of program admin . for StrombergCarlson Corporation's Data Products Div.,
San Diego.

Election of Rob ert J. Scltlesin
VP/ m ktg. and product developrn -' et
Data & Information Systems ~.nt ,
been announced.
tv.,
Shepard M. Arkin has been a
asst. director of governme nt m~f 0 1n
mgr. of government mktg. pr 0 g1."ag., ._.
Raytheon Co.
rns felt
Harry J. Gray has been named S
finance and admin., and John J. Cor, ~I
has been promoted t o VP of nn~
Industries. Litton's Data System tt
has named C. Gordon 1\lurphy ~'ifs ntt;
succeeding Connolly, who Will : '
charge of Compone·n ts Group; osn C! S.
named William T. Str atton Pt og1·atn 8111
AF command a nd control systems llltr~
Litton appointments include Da~? tflet
Campbell, dir., international mktg W'r ex Communications Div. : Rich~rd &$1..
D~ugl as,. asst. gen . mgr., Advanced Ca,
c~tlry Dtv. ; an~ Charles S. B ridge,
dtr. engrg., GuJdance and Control S 'I

1

V:

~msD~

~

Rob ert E. Wallace has been appointed
d lr. o£ mktg. for Auerbach Corp., a nell
position with the firm.
Itek Corp. has named John C. Herther
asst. mgr. of its Optical Systems Div.
Sperry Gyroscope Co. has appointeil
John D. Freitag mktg. mgr., avionic sys.
t erns, in the firm's Information and Corn.
munications Div.
Archibald T. McPherson has retired from the National Bureau of Standards after 46 years of government serv.
ice; his last post was special asst. for
international standards in the NBS Instl·
tute for Applied Technology.

Video Color Corporation
Industrial Tube Division
offers
TECHNICAL ABILITY

For any special purpose Cathode Ray Tubes
ULTRAHIGH RESOLUTION

(Less than .0005" spot size)
FIBER OPTIC FACES
HIGH CONTRAST

Special Ultrathin glass substrates to eliminate
halation
SPECIAL SCREENS

Any
High
Low
High

Phosphor
uniformity, Ultra Smooth Texture
Screen Noise
Light Output

SPECIAL ELECTRON OPTICS

High Deflection Sensitivity
High Beam Currents
Multiguns
High Voltage

ARE YOU USING READOUT TUBES?
IF SO, WILL YOU TRY A NATIONAL
READOUT TUBE* AT OUR EXPENSE?

SPECIAL GEOMETRIES

Back Ported Tubes
Special Deflection Angles
SPECIAL GLASS STRUCTURES

Internal Targets
FULL LINE OF STANDARD TYPES
CRT's FOR-

Character Generators (Monoscopes, etc.), Read·
outs, Printers, Oscilloscopes, Radar, Monitors,
Video Recorders, View Finders, Flying Spot Scan·
ners, Back Ported Devices, etc.

'

If you are manufacturing equipment using readout tubes,
here's all you do. Furnish us with the type number and
quantity used per year on your letterhead. We'll deliver a
National Readout Tube to you for evaluation. National
Readout Tubes assure the highest standards of quality,
performance and dependability. Write today!
*Manufactured under license from Bu rroughs Corporation .

Video Color Corporation

NATIONAL

729 Centinela Avenue Inglewood, California
Phone: 213-678-8192
90302

A SUBSIDIARY OF EITEL·McCULLOUGH. INC.
PHONE. (312) 232·4300 • GENEVA. ILLINOIS, U.S.A.

~

Circle Reader Service Card No . 7

ELECTRONICS,

INC.

Ci rcle Reader Service Card No. 8
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BAIRD-ATOMIC ID>llJGJl.WBJEl TM DISPLAY TUBES GIVE YOU
CLEAR, RUGGED, RELIABLE READOUT FOR HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF TROUBLE-FREE HOURS!
The inherent simplicity and ruggedness of a Baird-

downtime at the wrong time, o r in the immeasur-

Atomic cold cathode neon glow D1G1TUBE

able cost of mistakes in readout interpretation.

assure you of perfect performance through-

A wide range of character sizes is avai lable in

out its extremely long life. Th e bright, distinct,

round or rectangular shape tubes.

digital character display w ill not fade with age!

Baird-Atomic Electronic Products Division for

0

0

Write to

In fact, a D1G1TUBE will often outlast the equip-

the new brochure on D1G1TUBES detailing the elec-

ment in which it is installed. So if you buy D1G1TUBES

trical ratings, operating characteristics, circuits, and

now, you won't have to pay later in replacements, in

applications of these dependable display tubes.

Scientists : Investigate challenging opportunities with Baird-Atom ic. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

liD Pradut:ts

I

DC-DC Power Supply

ibility) and elies 360.
ti lizin
v;wious rec)d uts, RDClA un its g
nble with display eharncters n.te
size from rs in. to a full 2 in.
The units are available
with up to eleven
outs for indicating
hours, days, etc. A typical a
w o ul cl be to indicate ti
countdown at missile laun ch
tracking stations, or comparable
tions.
Circle Reader Service Card No , 15

l-In. Vidicon Deflector
Cleveland Electronic ,
has nnno meed nvRilnbility of
in. vidicon defle tion ass ·mbly
in a cylinder hap - It will op ·ate
dard vidicon, permachon or uvicon
with a basic 40-gnuss field. The
fumish 600 to 700 TV lin es
with distortion of less thnn 1%. The
coil section is shielded hy ~In meta)
such a manner that ambim1~ elect
interference is reduced.
Circle Reader Service Card No 16

Where is solid state
20 MC. 50 VOLT
video available?

From the IT -284
Video Amplifier.
If you have high resolution
Cathode- ray display problems, our Type IT -284 may
be your answer for CRT gridcathode drive, or electrostatic
deflection. 0.25V in, 50V out,
60°C operation. For full info.
Write for specification 52007.

I 'J I
1

Electronics, Inc.

369 LEXINGTON AVE., CLIFTON, N.J. 07015

Since 1947a manufacturer's manufacturer.
CUSTOM INSTRUMENTATION
DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING .

Circle Reader Service Card No . 10

1!0

3-ln. Image Pickup·

Arnold 1 lagoetics Corp., Los Angeles, has announced a n ew miniaturized
DC-DC power supply for CRT appli ations. Termed HU-lOOOF it provides
an accelerator voltage of 1000 v DC at
34.6 ma and a filament voltage 6.3 v
RJ\IS ( approx. G kc) square wave at 1
amp. Since they have a similar thickness,
they are ideal for operation with miniature cathode rny tubes with nmple power to supply bleeder currents. Output
voltage is adjustable + 5% to -10%. Lin
regulation is 0.3% max. Ripple is 0.3%
max.
The physical design is such that the
mounting surface area is on ly 3lf in. by
1% in. Height is 3~8 in. An oscilloscope
less than 2 in. wide can therefore result.
Exceptional stability is assured by allsilicon circuitry, and the unit is hennetically sealed in a black anodized aluminum case.
C~rclc

Reader Service Card No. 13

Instant Proofreading
l'roofrending one requiring 20 mnn
can now b completed in les · thnn
10 mins. by a digita l plolt r, according
to Cnlifomia Proehl ts lnc., An <lheim,
nlif. Other CalComp !?!otters display
digital omputer o utpu t as maps, chRrts
graphs or drawings, compl te with mtmeri al, symboli · :mel written annotations. The machine-tool "proofreading"
operation produces a graph.
hour.~

Circle Reader Service Card No . 14

Remote Clock Indicator
Industrial .El ctronk Engineers Inc.
\ :·m 1 uys, Ca liL, has published a 1-page
data sheet' on its new remot Digital
C lock Indicator Assentb!v whi t'h will accommodate any of th ' following lEE
r nr-proj ction readout devices: Series'
10, 120 and 220 ( lust h aving n front
plug-in capability (or frOti'L pan I ncce. s-

'
\Vestinghourse Electronic Tube Div.,
Elmira, N.Y., has mmounced availabilit)
of a new 3-in. image dissector pickuP,
camera tub having an xtremcly hi
resolution of 3000 TV lines/in. , excellent
black and whit contrast, and a shot!
rise and decay time. Termed vVL-23111,
it is ideal for microfilm read out, TV
film scanning, and high-speed flyingspot scanning.
The new tube is inherently more rugged and longer lived b ecause it has no
target or hot cathode to deteriorate. Circuitry is simpler since there is no benJll·
forming gun. Standard image orthicon
components can be used when scan rated
pennit. A zoCJm effect can b e achieve
electronically, simply by m agnification
through scan reduction. A several-hundt·ed-po\ er magn ification is possi ble br
decreasing th - deflection amplitude otl~
underscanning tbe im ge. R -olution ~
the snm as lhnt For the ori tiJ utl nre<'
imaged on th photocnthod . Io dw 1ge
in light level is necessary during the underscan operation .
Circle Reader Service Card No. I 7
INFORMA TION DISPLAY, JULY / AUGUST, 19
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New Conversion Matrix
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Amperex E lectron ic Corp., Hicksville
Long Island, .Y. hns announced a new
C(lnversion matrix and biquil1<1ry readout
tube which uses 30% .f w •r tnmsistors
and approximately 50% fewer components. Termed DPIOl, it contains a solidstate conversion matrix for decoding BCD
tubes, and a dri ver for biquinary numerical indicator tubes.
Because it utilizes the unusual Am P rex Gi-Qui numerical indicator tube

LOOK ALIKES? YES,
BUT ALL DIFFERENT

npprux imntely 50% fewer components ar
needed in the conversion mat rix • ncl 30%

fewer trans istors rrre requ ired to drive
the Bi-Qui tube, according to the manufacturer, who states the Bi-Qui tube provides an additional advantage with its
built-in error-detection capability.
Circle Reader Service Card No. 18

Bar Graph Generator
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Colorado Video Inc., Boulder, Colo.,
has ann ounced a Model 101 Bar Graph
Generator for use with standard closedcircuit TV systems to provide a graphic
display of eight sepamte input signals in
the form of a series of veltical b ars, the
height of each being proportional to the
associated input voltage.
Controls allow the positioning and
spacing of bars for the best display efficiency. Data may b e mixed with norm::~! TV images, and two or more units
used in parallel when additional bar
groups are desired . Individual channe1s
?lay be readily distingu ished, and groups
Identified by size, location, or video polnl'lty,

TEC-LITE Transistorized Indicators
Are Custom Built at Standard Prices
TEC-LITE Transistor-controlled indicators (and readout driver-decoders)
with neon or incandescent lamps can be designed to match the
electrical characteristics of your solid state system, including integrated
circuit designs. With more than 2000 d ifferent indicator I readout sche·
matics on hand and with their Intimate knowledge of Indicator-system
Interface, TEC engineers design precisely the indicator or readout your
system requires, usually at off-the-shelf prices. You get the price benefit
of TEC's large inventory of components-PC boards, transistors, diodes,
lamps, lenses, etc.-that are design assembled to your requirements.
SEND FOR CATALOG SHEETS that describe dozens of basic indicator/
readout devices. If those cataloged don't meet your 'liir~~
needs, outline your special requirements and TEC i
=:-will quote price and delivery.

INDICATING
DEVICES

Circle Reader Service Card No . 19

Philco READ System
Philco Corp.'s Communications and
Electronics Div., ·willow Grove, Pa., has
Published a brochure describin g its Realtime E lec tr onic Ac ces s nncl Display
(RE D ) system. READ is des ·ribed b y
the mnnu racturer as a versntiJe alphanumeric and graphic CRT display whi ch
Prov id es instan t access to computerstored information. It is composed of a
c:entral controller, which contains a character generator, a ve<.:tor gen erator and
a format controller. Consoles may be
INFORMATION DISPL AY, JULY/AUGUST, 1965

INDICATORS

DATA-PANEL

R.ADOUTS

TEC-SWITCH

Transistor Electronics Corporation
Box 6191

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55424

Phone (612) 941-1100

TEC-LITE indicators are protected by one or more of the following patents: U .S. Pat. Nos. 2,985,874; 3,041.499;
3,116,480; Au stralian Pat. No. 244,756; Belgian Pat. Nos. 604,246 and 637,379; Canadian Pat. No. 686,506;
French Pat. No. 1,291,911; Italian Pat. No. 674,414; Swiss Pat. No. 376,541; British and German patents pending.

we're
specialists
but
we
al o
make
house
calls

Specialists? .. . Yes, information display s
And we have been since the publication of
Vol. 1, No. 1 just one year ago! ID offers
total penetration of the data display market ..•
swiftly, effectively, economically.
Use it to sell:
• Projector; plotter systems
• CRTs, vidicons, storage tubes
• Alphanumeric displays, readouts
• Command j control systems
• Digital plotters
• Test equipment, scopes
• Yokes, switches, magnetic shields
• Display systems
About those house calls? ...
ID's Sept. / Oct. issue (closing (9 / 2) blankets
the house with free bonus distribution in New
Sept. 28-30 during the Society for Information
Display's Sixth National Symposium.
And the Nov.; Dec. issue (closing (1 L 1) is th~
perfect prescription for advertisers seeking free
coverage during the Fall Joint Computer Conte
in Las Vegas, Nov. 30 . Dec. 2. How's that
for going where the business is!?!
Information Display
Journal of the Soc iety
for Information DisplaY
160 S. Robertson Blvd .
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Phone (213) OL 5·9280
for complete details.

provided with a typewriter keyboard, a
cursor, and a light pen. Consoles, projection devices and microfilm printers
are available.
Circle Reader Service Card No. 23

lOMA Wideband Amplifier

New SLAP Type 80

LINEAR
PHOTOMETER
15,000: 1 Range
The superior linearity of the silicon cell
in this compact photometer makes possible repeatable accuracy of ±1% over the
entire range of 0.2 to 3,000 foot-candles.
Accepts five light-reading probes interchangeably, provides on-the-nose readIngs from reflected and Incident light,
infrared radiation, ground-glass llluminatfon, projection -screen brightness. Solid·
state circuitry, 8-position range selector.
Ma nufactured by Street Labonltory of
Physics and distributed by Traid. Write
Traid today for complete information.

TRAID CORPORATION
of
--;et . . •

C~ T Recording Lens
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for use with P-16 Phosphor

A special circuit to sense and report
failures is incorporated in a new segmented readout offered by M. B. Associates, Phila., to eliminate false digit displays. In most segmented readouts now
offered, a segment failure can cause the
display of a digit different from the one
planned. The MBA readout, termed
Model NSDFS, contains seven segments,
illuminated by neon lamps. When a lamp
fails, its actuation voltage rises and exceeds circuit voltage, causing it to appear
to the drive as an open circuit. The special failure circuit detects such open circuits, and is designed to automatically
turn off segments that could cause an
erroneous digit to appear in the event
of any failure, making undetected error
impossible.

kets
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ng fret
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Dana Laboratories Inc., Irvine, Calif.,
has announced availability of its Model
3400 Amplifier series, a wideband amplifier to drive medium-power recorders,
passive filters, and display devices.
The direct-coupled differential amplifier has a full-scale load current of 10
ma. Full-scale output voltage is ± 10 v,
and the small-signal bandwidth is a minimum of 50 kc. The instrument offers a
totally isolated power supply, as well as
modular dimensions that allow 10 Model
3400s to fit into one Model 3010 rack
enclosure.

This 4-inch F/1.9 CRT recording
lens is designed for a magnification ratio of 2:1 with an overall
object to image distance of 18
inches. This lens will resolve, on
Kodak hi-resolution plate, approxl·
mately 120 Line pairs/mm over
the two inches diameter image
format. This lens is designed for
use with a P-16 phosphor and has
enhanced transmission for this
spectral region. Information is
available upon request for any of
Applied Optics and Mechanics'
line of CRT recording lenses.

APPLIED OPTICS aud
MECHANICS Inc. ~
400 Rolyn Place, Arcadia, Calif. 91006
Circle Reader Service Card No. 22
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Failure-Safe Readout

s Dind ler

a asauppe
Established !924

2201 Beverly Boulevard
Los Angeles. Calif. 90057
Phone: 389·1288 Area 213
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Multi-Slide Switch
Switchcraft Inc., Chicago, has announced a new slide-action switch which
features multiple switching action, plus
interaction between two switch stations.
Termed the Series 39.000 Multi-Slide
Switch, it was developed primarily to
give design engineers an entirely new
switching method with which to solve
the human enginee1ing problems created
by their almost total dependence upon
the use of masses of pushbutton switches
in the design of complex control consoles.

Eleven models fo choose From, shown is S LM- J 200

MANUFACTURERS OF SELECTROSLIOE
PROFESSIONAL SLIOE PROJECTORS
"Merit Award Winner" at the Brussels World Fair

Except for providing illuminated status
indication, the Multi-Slide Switch can be
assembled to provide any switching function common to conventional pushbutton
switches.
Circle Reader Service Card No. 27

Digital Display System

a 6-in. by 9-in. display area. It may then
be corrected or replaced with new information and returned to the computer
memory for future use. As many as 1040
ch am ters of an easily-read type face can
be displayed on the TV-like screen upon
operator command. The system consists
of three basic units, the display console,
the control unit, and an optional hardcopy printer.
Circle Reader Service Card No. 28

Hard Copy Generator

The Raytheon Co. Equipment Div.,
Wayland, Mass., has recently announced
its DIDS-400, a table model digital information display system for rapid retrieval, editing, and composing of computer-stored infonnation. The system
eliminates card punching, batch totaling
and other intermediate steps in data processing by providing a direct interface
between computer and operator.
Through use of an alphanumeric keyboard, infmmation in a random access
memory can be recalled almost instantaneously for flicker-free presentation on

Photomechanisms Inc., Huntington
Station, N.Y. , has announced availability
of a small, rack-mounted hard-copy generator that converts transient information displayed on the face of a CRT
into dry, permanent, hard copy suitable
for storage and subsequent reference.
Called DATASTAT II, the system generates photographic images containing as
many as seven shades of gray, in addition to providing high contrast copies of
alphanumeric data. A self-contained
monitor/camera/processor/printer, the
system combines the high speed and
sensitivity of silver halide recording
with the economy and simplicity of
operation of electrostatic printing.
DATASTAT II will accept input data
at any rate up to 4 frames/sec. The first
hard copy print is produced with a
total time lag of 30 sees. and succeeding 8% X 11 hard copy prints are
produced at the rate of one every 5 sees.

Display Oscilloscope
Applied Development Corp,,
Park, Calif., has announced
of its Kauke ~S-Series di s pJa~
scope fo1· multichannel nnalog
lt was originally designed for p~~Ll~
chart display with all lRIG r
bat
The system combines a 30 -chann°~1llate,
log multiplexer with a MS-3 scoe a~
in. screen, or a MS-4 scope Wilh ~'~· 11.
screen for bar chart type display 4·ba.
30 measurements in parallel.
\\!) to
The system can be ex-panded to
channel display capacity Per scope lOQ;
dividual channel intensification ( lQ.
ber locator), alternate x-y or Y-timen~
play, zero and full-scale l'efe1·ence
available as options. .A munel'ic 0 ~ al are
numeric cha1·acter generalo1· is also ~~~:n:
able as a system accessory, with dl§p
resolution up to 200 characterst sq, In~
C~rcle Reader Service Card No. 30

Solid State Driver/Decoder

Circle Reader Service Card No. 29

WHICH DEFLECTION YOKE C2;)
FOR YOUR DISPLAY o

••

dtcl·

Consult SYNTRONIC

YOKE SPECIALISTS
Syntronic's team of experts knows more about yoke design, engineering and
quality control than anyone else. A solid 10-year record of leadershipac.knowledged throughout the industry. Benefit fr~m it.

syntronic

Industrial Electronic Engineers, Inc.,
Van Nuys, Calif. has developed a n~w
solid-state driver ;decoder module which
provides binary to decimal conversion for
their Series 10 and Series 360 rear-projection readouts. The unit uses all silicon
transistors and has four-wire BCD inpul
logic with 8421 binary code which provides 10 decimal outputs. Twelve decimal
outputs are available as an option.
This new driver/decoder is a new version of their old Series 600 / 610 driver
decoder and is designed to accept a binary coded input, translate it into
mal and light the proper lamp in he
readout to display the desired characte~
It operates on a low current signal of
ma. maximum at -6.0 v de or +6.0 "
de depending on option selected. It f~
quires a power supply current of 350 rnd•
max at -8.0 v de or +8.0 v de clepen ·,
ing on option selected. Output suPP1~
voltage is 6.3 v de, which is rate
5
voltage for operating the No. 44 la~ll;.
used in the readouts. The unit will w1t~~
stand temperature extremes from O~C n
+70•C ambient and features a for b1dde
code rejection.

INSTRUMENTS, INC.
100 Industrial Road, Addison, Illinois
Phone: Klngswood 3-6444
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use tiny

Uf#i Pulsed Displays

MAGNETIC

@oGICATOR~
lOQ.
In.
num.
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( EITHER TYPE )

INCANDESCENT

Bowmar builds displays . .. It is the only
manufacturer of both stepper-wheel AND
self-illuminated small electrically pulsed
readouts. Bowmar also provides all the
solid state interfacing circuitry required
for visual response from your computer
codes. Your system requirements will dictate which display best meets your needs.
Compare the advantages and specifications. Then choose your tiny BOWMAR
PULSED DISPLAY.
BOWMAR- FORT WAYNE

~PTICATORcv

BODO BluHton Road • Fort Wayne, Indiana

SEND FOR COMPLETE DATA
ACTUAL SIZE
LOGICATOR
OPTICATOR
ADVANTAGE
500ms max. .......................... SPEED ................................... 30ms max.
Inherent .......................... .... MEMORY ......... _...................... Solid state available
During character change only .............................. POWER. ....................... - ...... Continuous for illumination
24vdc at 2 watts max ............................... VOLTAGE ................................ 4vdc at 285 mw/seg. nom.
Ambient light ......................... VISIBILITY ............................... Internal, to 800ft. lamberts
36• either direction .................. .VIEWING ANGLE ........................45• either direction
Ambient light ...................... PHOTO RECORDING ...................... Self-illuminated
0.250x0.190 inches ...........,... CHARACTER SIZE ................. 0.340x0.200 inches
0.500 x 1.000 x 1.500 inches ............................. CASE SIZE ............................... 0.350 x 0.500 x 1.200 max. inches
'1.1 ACTUAL SIZE

© 1965 BOWMAR INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

•

MAY WE CUSTOM DESIGN A DISPLAY FOR YOU?
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PROJECTION OSCILLOSCOPE
DALTO 290
Inc.,
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The OSCILLOSCOPE 290 may
be used over a wide variety
of subjects including: alpha·
numeric displays for com·
puter read -out . . . combat
information-center dis pI a y s
. . . master plotting board
displays . . . basic training
in electronic wave forms ...
projection of airline sched·
ules .. . radar target acquisi·
tion . . . aircraft position
plotting for control-tower op·
erators, etc.

The DALTO PROJECTION OSCILLOSCOPE 290 combines high
brightness and resolution with wideband linear deflection ampli·
fi ~ rs to provide top quality images capable of filling a 12
foot screen .

3.0 v
[t

A Real Time Display for a
wide range of applicationsfrom alphanumeric readout
to master plotting-board dis·
play - the OSCILLOSCOPE
290 is the ultimate in big·
screen oscilloscope projec·
tion for both large and
small groups. In either direct
or rear-view projection, the
OSCILLOSCOPE 290's needle·
sharp picture presents the
facts with the clarity and
brilliance required by the
most critical of audiences.

OSCILLOSCOPE 290
PRESENTS THE BIG
PICTURE IN MANY
WAYS, ANY COLOR

Schmidt optics and CRT are the same as used in the famous
Dalto TV Projectors. The electronics may be remoted or joined
as shown. P4 phosphor is standard for white display, other
colors or multi-color also available. Automatic beam regulation
protects CRT regardless of rate or amplitude.

D . ·LTO I
~
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[Lf:CTRONICS
NORWOOD, N J.

CORP .

45

SID Sustaining mambars
AEROSPACE CORPORATION

MILITARY ELECTRONICS DIVISION

COMMUNICATIONS & ELECTRONICS
DIV.

NAC CAMERA SERVICE COMPANY
7·1 GINZANISHI

WILLOW GROVE, PENNSYLVANIA

CHUO-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN

CONRAC DIVISION

RADIATION, INC.

GIANNINI CONTROLS CORP.

MELBOURNE, FLORIDA

GLENDORA, CALIFORNIA

STROMBERG CARLSON CORP.

FAIRCHILD DUMONT
LABORATORIES

DATA PRODUCTS

CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY

SAN DIEGO . CALIFORNIA

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

SYLVANIA ELECTRONIC TUBES

VACUUM TUBE PRODUCTS DIV.

OIV., SYLVANIA ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC .

OCEANSIDE, CALIFORNIA

SENECA FALLS, NEW YORK

ITT FEDERAL LABORATORIES
A DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION
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DALLAS, TEXAS

PHILCO CORPORATION
A SUBSIDIARY OF FORD MOTOR COMPANY

NUTLEY, NEW JERSEY
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TELEVISO ELECTRONICS DIVISION
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CELCO (Constantine Engineering
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a magnetic tape·driven plotter
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Agency: Gaynor & Ducas

PRODUCES SHADES

GRANGER ASSOCIATES ···············-····· 32
Agency: West Associates

2 and 3

IBM
Agency: Marsteller

and contours, coordinates, circles, maps,
annotation, columns, graphs, text, charts

at fifty 12 x 18-inch plots
per hour regardless of complexity.
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ENGINEERS ························-···" .... .6
Agency: Gumpertz, Bentley & Dolan
INFORMATION DISPLAYS, INC.
Agency: George Taubert
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36
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L120 crolilm Primer/Plotter
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Cover

SECOND GENERATION
CRT MICROFILM
PRINTER/PLOTTER
ON THE MAR/(ET TODAY

Dunlap

··-- - 4

The 8-L 120 is a truly expandable, modular system, completely solid-state and features the latest in high reliability
silicon logic circuits.

3nd 25

····- 32

and 3

• Truly off line-does not require expensive computer tape transport
• Through-put-120 frames per minute for both 556 and 800 bpi tapes

....

6

Dolan

• 64 character selection with 128 character option

·-· 34

• Vector line drawing and axes line
drawing

-··· 40

• Handles either 16mm or 35mm
monocromatic film

-· -· 36
tes

• Tape transport compatible with all
7-track, lh-inch magnetic tapes or
9-track, lh-inch magnetic tape

.... 43

·-·· 44

... . 43
ld
.... 41
·s

• Optional "Quick-Look" hard copyexposure simultaneous with film

~
L/~~61

benson-lehner "'P·

CALIFA STREET
VAN N U Y S , C A L I F 0 R-N I A

781-7100
Demonstrations Now Being Conducted at Van Nuys

46
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Control Data~ 2'10
remote data entry
and retrieval!
0

-

~

~

-

'

The exact whereabouts of 125,000 railroad freight cars can be pinpointed
from second to second by New York Central's Car Tracing Center. Clerks
at Control Data 210 Computer-Remotes like the unit shown here simply
type in a query, press their transmit key, and see the answer flash on the
screen . Access time - about 140 milliseconds - virtually instantaneous!
Answers that previously required up to several hours to obtain .
The 210 operates like an ordinary alpha-numeric typewriter, with videoscreen display of input and output taking the place of "paper" for both
query and response. Screen can display 1000-character messages. Control
unit logic handles in excess of 20,000 entries an hour. Up to 63 stations
can be tied into the system and provide simultaneous access for all. And
any typist can use a 210 after just minutes of instruction.
Options available cover a variety of application, and there are input
interfaces for digital computers, telephone subsets, and other digital
sources. Let our systems applications engineers explain how the 210
adapts to your needs. Write or call today for an appointment.
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